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FOREWORD
This final technical report describes the results of feasibility
studies on a fuel cell multiple-reserve electrochemical power source con-
ducted by Esso Research and Engineering Company for the National Aero-
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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to define the feasibility of a fuel cell
multiple-reserve electrochemical power source for projected space missions.
Neat hydrazine and 98 wt. % hydrogen peroxide are used as storable reactants.
Appropri.ato high temperature reactors, containing propellent decomposition
catalyst~, are used to generate hydrogen and oxygen feed gases for the
fuel call.
Allis-Chalmers fuel cell modules were selected for the center-
line design on the basis of low specific weight and demonstrated boot-
strap start-up capability. Catalysts with adequate activity are available
to permit instantaneous reactor start-up with either reactant at +5°C,
the design dead-storage temperature. Only small amounts of catalyst were
needed for complete reactant decomposition, but added amounts of ammonia
decomposition catalyst are required to increase hydrogen yield. A palladium
diffuser is used to recover ultrapure hydrogen, permitting efficient fuel
cell operation. Overall system thermal control in near-sun and deep-space
environments is a critical problem requiring further study.
Integrated power plant specific energies ranged from 122 to 292
WH/lb for mission on-load times of 100 or 1000 hrs and power levels of
200 to 5000 watts. A capsule sheath and insulation were included in the
weight analysis, but projected system temperature excursions for flights
extending to 9 A.U. were still excessive. Doubling the weight of the
system capsule sheath and thermal control insulation would decrease specific
energy by about 10%. Projected fuel cell/gas generator system costs were
low, ranging from 600 to about 10,000 $/KWH, making this an attractive
space power approach.
kSUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This final technical report describes the results of feasibility
studies on a fuel cell multiple -reserve: electrochemical power 4;ourc p
 con-
ducted by Esso Research and Engineering Company for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Washington, D. C. The experimental and analytical
studies were performed under Contract No. NAS 7-673.
Storable reactants are used to extend the scope of potential
fuel cell power applications in space missions. The center-line system
design consists of reactant storage and conditioning sections coupled to a
fuel cell energy conversion device. Appropriate decomposition reactors
are used to convert the neat hydrazine and concentrated, 98 wt. % hydrogen
peroxide reactants into hydrogen and oxygen feeds for the fuel cell.
Fuel Cell Subsystem
To minimize prospective development costs, only state-of -the-
art fuel cell systems were considered for the multiple-restart power pack.
Allis-Chalmers' fuel cell modules were selected on the basis of low specific
weight, demonstrated boot-strop start-up capability and good storage char-
acteristics. Prelim,in&ry ' ,,lde-off studies were conducted to select the
number and types of modal-es resulting in minimum reactant storage and fuel
cell weight for assumed mis5i.ons requiring 100 or 1000 hrs operation at
power levels ranging from 200 to 5000 watts. A typical Jov.an mission
dead-storage time of 3 yearn was assumed. Allis-Chalmers radiation-
cooled and liquid-cooled modules gave minimum projected system weights.
Conservative, 50-60 day performance data, were used in the analysis.
Fuel cell operation with impure reactants was reviewed because
the nominal decomposition products will contain large amounts of inert
diluents. In particular, the direct use of the hydrogen-nitrogen product
from the hydrazine decomposition reactor will result in substantial per-
formance debits when operating at a high hydrogen utilization factor.
Fortunately, a palladium-silver diffuser can be used to provide high
yields ofultrapure hydrogen for the fuel cell.. Similavly, pure oxygen is
obtained by adjusting the operating conditions of the condenser used to	 V
separate by-product water from the hydrogen peroxide decompusition products.
Substantial reductions in reactant storage requirements were obtained by
operating the fuel cell with pure feed gases. The minimum fuel cell stor-
age temperature is -40°C, fixed by the freeze point of the caustic electrolyte.
Hydrogen_ Generator Subsystem I,
The hydrogen generator subsystem contains the hydrazine storage
tank, a decomposition reactor and hydrogen purifier, and associated hard- 	 I
ware. Bladder expulsion and advanced capillary-action tankage were found
suitable. The capillary tanks were selected to minimize potential reactant
decomposition during prolonged storage in contact with bladder materials.
i
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Experimental studies showed that only small amounts of available
propellent catalysts are required to decompose hydrazine completely at
high temperature. Instantaneous start-up was obtained at design. ambient
temperatures of about +3°C. The decomposition products contained substantial
amounts of by-product ammonia. Additional studies showed that suitable
ammonia decomposition catalysts are available to increase the overall
yield of hydrogen. These catalysts operate effectively at temperatures
above 500°C. Integrated reactor designs were prepared to maintain the
ammonia catalyst bed at these temperatures. A palladium diffuser was
'	 designed to permit the high yield recovery of pure hydrogen. The hydrogen
product is stored in an accumulation tank.
The use of neat hydrazine requires minimum in- flight storage
temperatures of +2°C, the freeze point of hydrazine. An alternative
approach,. using dilute hydrazine in auxiliary tankage for start -up was
rejected on the basis of increased complexity and low reliability. Also, a
low-temperature hydrazine decomposition reactor, using potassium hydroxide
moderator, was rejected on the basis of poor hydrogen selectivity.
Oxygen Generator Subsystem
An analogous system was defined to generate oxygen from hydrogen
peroxide using small amounts of decomposition catalysts developed in pro-
pellent studies. Experimental studies showed that stoichiometric oxygen
yields can be obtained at ambient temperatures of +5°C. These studies also
showed that 98 wt. % hydrogen peroxide is a suitable reactant, provided
intensive cleaning and passivat;ioa procedures are used to minimize auto -
decomposition in the storage section hardware.
A radiator/condenser and ind,,, ced-vortex cyclone are used to
separate by-product water and to recover a 99.3 volume % oxygen feed gas.
The oxygen is stored in an accumulator tank, sized to provide the ?5-
minute supply required for Fuel cell start-up from +5°C.
Systems Integration and Final Design Studies
The power system components, including the fuel cell module,
hydrogen generator and oxygen generator, were integrated, using an in
line packaging concept. A capsule sheath and structural elements were
included. Thermal control, problems were studied briefly. The capsule
interior can be maintained at +5 0 C in deep space (AU = 9) by combined
use of plutonium 2`38 radioisotope heating elements and cryogeric insula-
tion. However, severe near -sun temperature excursions limit the attrac-
tiveness of this simple, passive control scheme. Time limitations pre-
vented further analysis of this problem, but a solution must be found to
eneure the operability of the proposed multiple-restart power plant and the
on-board electronic payload.
The integrated power plants had specific energies ranging from
122 to 292 WH/lb, depending on mission operating time and power level.
These values include the weight of the thermal control system consisting
of the capsule sheath and insulation. However, projected system tempera-
ture excursions for missions extending to 9 A.U. from the run were still
excessive. The weight of the thermal control system remains the major
area of uncertainty. Doubling the weight of the thermal control system
would decrease specific energy by about 10%. A literature search for
spacecraft thermal control techniques was performed (NASA Literature
Search Number 8203), but time was not available for an evaluation of
the 462 references uncovered. Reactant decomposition, during high tempera-
ture sterilization for Lander missions may be high. Fly-by missions may
be a more appropriate application for the storable reactant, fuel cell
power system.
These systems look attractive for missions having on-load times
of 50 to 600 hours, compared with radioisotope thermoelectric generators,
down-rated solar cellX, and advanced multiple-restart batteries. In
addition, projected power system costs, ranging from 600 to about 10,000
$/KWH, indicate that the fuel cell/gas generator approach may be the
cheapest solution.
These studies have shown that attractive fuel cell power plants,
having multiple-restart capability, can be designed for missions requiring
long dead-storage times. The use of storable reactants, coupled with appro-
priate feed gas generator facilities, will extend the opportunities for
effective application of fuel cell technology. Maximum spin-off use was 	 f
made of available space propellent technology and experience. The use of
state-of-the-art components and concepts will, reduce future power plant
development costs sharply. Further study of the fuel cell system approach
is clearly justified.
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Feasible solutions appear available for the technical problems
I
uncovered, with the possible exception of a low weight,	 iow power requirement
thermal control system for maintaining capsule temperatures at about 5 °C
throughout the mission.
	 This is an area requiring further analysis prior
to commitment of development funds.	 The problem is common to all proposed
deep space missions that use temperature-sensitive electronic sensing instru-
mentation or power generation equipment that must be operated at about -60%
or higher.
Further studies should be directed toward solving the problem
areas listed below:	 Critical factors are asterisked for em-phasis.
t
•	 Mission Requirements
*	 Specific mission objectives must be defined, including time
in transit and end-goal location in the solar system.
-	 Power requirements, in the form of specific load profiles and
number of start-ups, must be defined.
•	 Fuel Cei1. Subsystem
*	 The effect of repeated boot-strap startup from 5°C on fuel cell
life must be determined.
-	 Startup capability after prolonged dead storage at 5+°C must be
demonstrated.
-	 Permissible purge cycles for the oxygen cavity must be defined
to fix the effect of water vapor diluent on oxygen utilization.
Also, the interaction between added water vapor and the static
moisture removal mechanism must be analyzed.
-	 Design techniques are required to ensure that fuel cell glycol
coolant will not freeze during startup of the space radiator system.
-	
`rhe effect of reliability requirements and module redundancy
on overall weight must be defined.
e	 Hydrogen Generator Subsystem
The integrated reactor concept for maintaining acceptable temperatures
within the ammonia catalyst bed must be demonstrated to ensure high
hydrogen yields.
-	 Adequate materials of construction must be found, capable of with-
standing exposure to hydrogen and oxygen at temperatures of at least
w	 600° C at 500 psi.
y
-	 The effect of high pressure operation on the kinetics of ammonia
decomposition must be evaluated to define catalyst requirements.
- v -
y
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- Potential fabrication problc►ms with the palladium diffuser must be
assessed.
The operability of capillary-action tankage must be verified so that
a final choice of tankage type can be made. These studies are also
required for the oxygen generator subsystem.
The operating characteristics of suitable feed pumps must be de-
fined to permit an accurate estimate of system parasitic power re-
quirements. These studies should include the oxygen generator feed
pump.
Trade-off studies are required to evaluate potential weight savings
for storage of compre ssed
 pure hydrogen product.
• Oxygen Generator Subsystem
The fluid mechanical design and operation of the induced-vortex
cyclone device for separating byproduct water must be verified.
Purge hardware must selectively bleed water, not oxygen, to main-
tain high system yields and efficiency.
Optimization studies are needed to define the best geometry for the
water condenser.
• Integrated System
* A thermal management concept must be devised to ensure limited
excursions of capsule temperature during deep-space flights.
Optimization studies are needed to define minimum capsule sheath
and internal structural weights.
Overall system dynamic response must be evaluated, including
performance transients during start -up.
Control systems requirements must be defined.
The effect on reactant storage requirements of short exposures
to high temperature must be defined, if heat sterilization capa-
bility is required for lander missions
,
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YSECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
41
This report describes the results of feasibility studies on a
fuel, cell multiple-reserve electrochemical power source conducted by
Esso Research and Engineering Company for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Washington, D.C. The experimental and analytical
studies were performed under Contract No. NAS 7-673.
At present, a broad range of potential space missions are under
intensive review and discussion. In addition to post-Apollo lunar missions,
interplanetary explorations are now feasible. Thus, the Space Science
Board has described the desirability of several unmanned Venus and Mars
fly-by and lander missions for the 1970--1975 period (1). Recommendations
were made to extend these missions to include a Jupiter fly-by. Recently,
Murray proposed a national space strategy that would concentrate on de-
manding, remote-sensing missions (2). These include a 1972-1973 Jupiter
fly-by and, eventually, a 1976-1979 grand tour to Neptune with a 1000 lb
spacecraft. This would be launched with the Titan III/Centaur booster,
although the Saturn booster is also available.
The availability of large payload, Saturn-class rockets does not
mean that the search for light weight, high efficiency power sources will
end. With the prospect of continued funding restrictions, total mission
costs will play an increasingly severe role in the selection among sys-
tem options. Limitations imposed by booster capability and cost will
define the launch weight of future spacecraft. In turn, this means that
the development and construction costs of potentially long-lived or re
startable spacecraft power sources also must be reasonable. In addition
to solar cells (3) and radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTC;).
batteries and fuel cells should be considered as potential power systems
for these missions.
Batteries may provide a suitable electrochemical power source,
but current batteries have poor storage characteristics in the activated
state. Advanced, multiple-reserve batteries are conceivable, but none
are operational at present.
On the other hand, fuel cells may offer a„.heaper and potentially
attractive power source. Traditional trade-off eltudies have usually de-
fined a limited role for the fuel cell. A typical analysis presented by
Szego and Cohn (9 , is shown in Figure 1. For short duration.missions
the intrinsic energy storage characteristics ofi'chemical fuels limit the
maximum attractive mission time of hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells. In
addition, the adverse effect of boil-off losses precludes the use of
cryogenic reactant storage for missions requiring long dead-storage times. i
1
!hr
Figure 1
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However, storable reactant sources exist. Thus, hydrazine and
hydrogen peroxide may be substituted as sources of hydrogen and oxygen as
fuel for missions where repeated service is required every few months
during long-duration flights. The major problem is to provide a suitably
packaged system using xpoven fuel cell components. This approach makes
maximum use of previously developed electrochemical systems and couples
this with the'`technology available from government-financed studies on
storable propellants. This coupling should sharply reduce prospective
development costs for a new, multiple-restart power source.
The remainder of this report discusses the critical aspects of
the multiple-reserve fuel cell system, including the associated fuel gas
generation subsections.
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SECTION 2
ANALYTICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The use of stoxable reactants should extend the scope of attrac-
tive fuel cell power applications to include multiple restart missions
after prolonged storage. Therefore, a study was made to define the feasi-,
bility of adapting available hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide propellant
technology to permit coupled operation with existing and proven fuel cell
systems. The analytical studies connected with this program relied
heavily on published data to define critical problem areas and to pro-
vide a basis for selection of a system approach where several options
existed. A brief, supplementary experimental program was carried out to
fill in gaps in current knowledge, particularly in the area of decomposi-
tion catalyst activity.
Separate phases of this section will describe the center-Line
power system design and discuss the selection and design of the fuel cell,
hydrogen generator and oxygen generator components, and the integration
of these systems
Phase 1 - General Power System Description
A preliminary description of the overall power system will clarify
the interrelation of key subsystems. In addition, an alternative approach
is discussed.
Part a - Center-Line Design
The center-line design or bases case for this feasibility study
consists of a reactant storage and conditioning section coupled to a fuel
cell energy conversion device. A schematic flow diagram of the system is
shown in Figure 2.
1.
Neat hydrazine and concentrated, 98 wt.% hydrogen peroxide are
stored in appropriate pressurized tankage at about 50-100 psi. The tank
valves are opened and feed pump start-up occurs upon reception of a
command signal from earth or a demand signal from the fuel. cell. Reactants
are pumped at design flow rates and about 500 psi to an integrated reactor.
This reactor contains hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide decomposition cata-
lysts that generate hydrogen and oxygen, respectively. Additional quantities
of ammonia decomposition catalyst are used to increase the yield of hydrogen
from hydrazine decomposition. A pure hydrogen fuel cell feed at about
30 psi is produced by passing the hydrogen generator effluent through a
palladium-silver diffuser. After cooling in a space radiator, this hydro-
gen is stored in an accumulation tank for subsequent use in the fuel cell.
The nitrogen-rich diffuser bleed gas is also cooled and used to provide
hydrazine feed tank pressurant. Excess nitrogen is vented overboard.
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The hydrogen peroxide decomposition product, containing oxygen
and water vapor, is cooled under pressure in a radiator condenser and passed
to an induced-vortex cyclone separator to remove condensed water. This
water is purged overboard. Essentially "dry" oxygen is stored in a high
pressure accumulation tank for use in the fuel cell and as a pressurant for
the peroxide storage tank.
Standard Allis-Chalmers fuel cell module(s) are used as energy
conversion devices. Uponn demand, the modules receive gaseous reactants
from the generator system accumulation tanks. An open-cycle operational
mode is used. Thus, product: water is vented overboard, as are the fuel
cell hydrogen and oxygen purge streams. Where required, a space radiator
is provided to chill the fuel cell module coolant.
The entire system is enclosed in an insulated variable-emittance
sheath to provide a reasonably constant storage temperature during deep
`	 space missions ranging from 1 to 9 A.U. from the sun.
	
Small plutonium 235
radioisotope heating elements are provided to maintain temperatures above
2°C, the freezing point of neat hydrazine.
Designs were evaluated for typical dovian planetary exploration
missions.	 In the absence of specific mission requirements and load profiles,
net power outputs ranging from 200 to 5000 watts for 100 to 1000 hrs. were
selected.	 Dead storage times for these missions would be about 3 years.
Multiple restart capability is required throughout"the mission,
Part b - Alternative, Low Temperature System F
An alternative gas generator system, capable of start-up from tem-
peratures as low as -40°C, was also considered.	 This approach requires
intermediate tankage to store diluted, low freeze point, reactant feeds for
start-up.	 Active decomposition catalysts are available for this system vari---
ant.	 However, extra tankage is required, and complex operational modes and
fluid handling procedures are needed. 	 In addition, most of the stored
reactants will be solid at -40°C, and must be remelted, under zero G condi-
tions, using the decomposition reactor product gases as heat- exchange fluids.
This alternative was considered more complex and unreliable than the center-
line design and was dropped.
	 A description and analysis of the modified
system is presented in	 Appendix 1.
Phase 2 - Fuel Cell. Subsystem
To minimize prospective development costs, only state-of-the---art
fuel cells systems were considered for the multiple restart power pack.	 The
operational characteristics of these cells were reviewed to ensure selection
of the most appropriate system for use in prolonged space missions.
w
The use of hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide decomposi.tioa products
as feeds may require fuel cell operation with impure or diluted reactants.
This differs from current aerospace practice, where ultra-pure hydrogen and
oxygen are available in cryogenic form.	 Therefore, the effect of impure
gases on fuel. cell performance was reviewed critically.
k
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Finally, preliminary systems studies were conducted to define
partially optimized fuel cell operating points. Fuel cell performance fac-
tors play a major role in defining reactant weight requirements.
Part a - Selection of Fuel Cell S stems
The choice of a fuel cell system was restricted to proven tech-
nology. Several systems, developed with NASA funding, are available. The
salient characteristics of these systems were reviewed recently by Colin (5}
The following tabulation lists the potential choices for the hydrogen-
oxygen fuel cell
General Electric ion exchange membrane fuel cells, used in the
Gemini flight program (6,.7).
	
b 1
• Pratt and Whitney modified medium temperature Bacon cells,
used in the Apollo program (8,9).
• Pratt and Whitney "low" temperature cells, currently under
development (1.0,_11) .
a Allis-Chalmers "low" temperature cells, currently under
development and testing (12-1,7).
Union-Carbide Mowing electrolyte cells, adapted for zero G
operation in a recent design study (18).
I
{
	
	
Thus, off-the-shelf hardware is available. Typical specific weights
for these systems are shown in Figure 3. The primary differences among
these systems are the operating temperature and the techniques used for heat
balance and removal of water produced by the fuel cell reactions. These tech-
niques were discussed by Cook (19). They include a wicking mechanism used
by General Electric, a flowing recycle reactant stream used by Pratt and
Whitney and Union Carbide, and a static moisture removal, system used by Allis-
Chalmers. Each system may also use circulating auxiliary coolants for thermal
control. For unmanned missions, all of these cells would be operated in an
open-cycle mode, with product water vented overboard.
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The Allis-Chalmers fuel cell module systems were selected as the
most representative, advanced hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell system. The basis
for this choice includes considerati%n of low specific weight, demonstrated
boot-strap start-up capability and good resistance to the abuse that will
be encountered in deep space, multiple-restart service. Furthermore,
several, module types are available, covering a net power range from about
150 to 5000+ watts. Platner has described the performance characteristics
of these modules rather extensively (22). Subsequent systems studies in
this program were conducted using these data.
The ion exchange membrane cells were rejected because of poor
storage stability in the activated state and poor recovery from abuse (1).
The medum`temperature modified Bacon cel l was excluded because of long start-
up times to achieve steady state operation from prolonged storage at low
temperatures and high specific weight. The Pratt and Whitney low tempera-
ture cells and the Union Carbide flowing electrolyte systems may be attrac-
tive choices in the future. Apparently, long-lived components have been
found for circulating the reactant gas streams. The Pratt and Whitney
cell was rejected primarily because of insufficient published performatce
details, including weight analyses and reactant consumption. The Union.
Carbide cell is an adaptation of a terrestrial, system. This system was not
not considered further because space qualification data are ladking.
It should be noted that most of the fuel cell systems discussed
above have not been Subjected to prolonged storage periods, ranging up to 3
years, prior to use. The ability to function after such storage has yet to
be dtmonsstrated.
Part b Fuel Cell 0 eration with xm ure Reactants
Ultra-pure hydrogen and oxygen are normally used as reactants in
aerospace fuel cell systems. Under these conditions, the cells may be dead
ended, and reactant transport into the cell caviti es may be accomplished by
a combination of bulk flow induced by pressure differences and diffusive
flow. Periodic purging is required to prevent the eventual accumulation of
inert components within the cells. The transient characteristics of this
process and its effect on the distribution of current generation across the
face of the electrode have been studied by Allis-Chalmers (16,17), Oidaspow
(20 and Maget (21 to establish an appropriate purge sequecice. Clearly,
excessive purging will result in substantial loss of unreacted feed gas.
The reactant weight penalty imposed by this loss can be large.
The anticipated operation of a fuel cell using gases generated by
the decomposition of hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide will aggravate the
inerts build-up problem. Thus, substantial amounts of nitrogen diluent,
roughly 33 mole percent, result from the stoichi.ometric conversion of hydra-
zine to hydrogen. The corresponding problem with oxygen generated from
hydrogen peroxide is not as severe. Although the peroxide decomposition
,reactor effluent will contain 67 mole percent water, almost all of this
diluent can be removed by the proper selection of condenser operating condi-
tions. This approach cannot be used to remove non-condensible nitrogen from
the hydrogen feed gas. Several strategies may be adopted for using this
impure anode fuel. These include:
• Conventional dead-ended operation with more frequent purging.
• Once-through operation with venting of the spent feed gas.
• Recycle operation to increase the mass flow across the
electrode face. A steady ,state purge is also required.
• Operation at elevated pressure, increasing hydrogen partial
pressure to offset the diluent effect of nitrogen.
• Recovery of ultra-pure hydrogen via diffusion through a
rpalladium-silver diffuser._
The first three options are variants on a theme and will be con-
sidered together. The relation between hydrogen utilization factor,
and intermittent purge cycling is defined by Equation (1): T
t
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Typical purge flow rates used with ultra-pure reactants are about 2-6 times
stoichiometric or feed flow rate (l6). Under these conditions, purge times
of about 6 seconds would be required to remove the inerts build -up. The
effect of permissible dead--end time, before appreciable loss of cell per-
formance, on hydrogen utilization is shown in, Figure 4. These calculations
show that hydrogen utilization drops sharply as the dead-end time is shortened.
Clearly, very high utilizations are required for aerospace missions to reduce
reactant storage requirements and overall system weight at lift-off.
Figure 4
EFFECT OF PURGING ON REACTANT UTILIZATION
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If cells are operated on a once-through basis, the requirement
of high utilization can only be achieved by reducing the hydrogen content
of the effluent to a minimumo In turn, this sowers the average hydrogen
concentraton within the anode cavity to values well below the feed con-
centration. This relationship is shown in Figure 5. A detailed deriva-
tion is given in Appendix 2.
Figure 5
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Recycling the cell effluent still requires a substantial purge,
and aggravates the problem by further ;Lowering the average hydrogen content,
as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6
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Operation with reduced hydrogen content can cause substantial loss
in performance. The Nernst expression, Equation (2), predicts a 33 env cell`
voltage debit when operating at a typical total pressure of 28 psia with an
average hydrogen mole fraction of 0.066, instead of standard conditions of
i.	 pure hydrogen at 14.7 psia (22,23)	 From Figure 6, this low hydrogen con
I	 tent would occur at a recycle ratio of 4 and hydrogen utilization 'factor of
1.00
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	( 2)
nF	 Po
where:	 0	 Performance debit, volts
R	 Gas constant, 8.3 volt coulombs
mole °K
T - Temperature, °K
R = Reaction equivalents per mole
F	 Faraday's constant, 96500 coulombs/eq
Pi	 Average hydrogen partial pressure
Po = Standard hydrogen partial pressure
These estimates are optimistic. The use of porous electrodes
requires the diffusion of gaseous reactants down the length of the pore
to the active reaction site. This impediment to mass transfer will further
reduce the actual concentration of hydrogen at the active sites within the
pore. Estimated performance debits for this process were calculated using
methods described by Swinkels (24) and Austin (22 . 'Here too, only small
effects were predicted. Details are presented in Appendix 3. Actually,
a complete evaluation of the effect of reduced hydrogen content on gas
diffusion electrode performance is complex. One must consider the effects
of counter-diffusion of reactant hydrogen and product water vapor through
the nitrogen diluent present within pores of undefined geometry.
Available data suggest that severe performance debits will occur
when operating at high utilization factors with dilute hydrogen feeds. For
example, the in-house data shown in Figure 7 indicate that utilization fac-
tors above 0.80 cannot be achieved. These data were obtained in non-optimized,
single test cells. Similar data obtained by Leitz,using reformed natural
gas in an acid electrolyte cell,are shown ;in Figure 8 (25). It should be
noted that these are not poisoning effects, but represent the loss in per-
formance caused by reactant diffusion through the electrode structure.
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Fl-aally, Winsel has presented data obtained with simulated cracked
ammonia products in caustic electrolyte cells that also show poor performance
at high utilization (26). These data are summarised in Table 1.
Table l
Summary of Performance Debits for Operation
with Dilute H dro en Feeds
Date
Source
Hydrogen Content	 Mol Fraction
Hydrogen
Utilization
Factor,
Performance
Debit, myFeed Cell Average
Esso 0.67 0.44 0.87 50
Leitz (25) Variable 0.44 0.89 60
Winsel (26) 0.75 0.49 0.90 50
0.40 0.98 Dead
A recent analysis by Grune describes how fuel cell modules may
be operated in cascaded series to improve reactant utilization when operating
with impure feeds (27). However, this analysis is useful only for cases
where individual cells in a module exhibit substantially greater than average
flow resistance. The excess reactant supply required to feed the errant cell
is used downstream in another module. It is assumed that modern fabrication
and assembly techniques will reduce the variance of flow resistance among
cells in a stack. Intrinsic cell operability at reduced reactant concentra-
tions is the key limitation. New cell and electrode designs will be required
to overcome these limitations.
Operation at elevated pressure can be used to improve fuel cell
performance (16,28,29). This option is possible for the multiple-restart
system because the decomposition reactors can be operated at elevated pies-
sLre. Although the Allis-Chalmers cells have been operated at about 40
psia (12,16), overall module design factors appear to favor a 30 p., ia working
pressure. Imposition of higher pressures probably would require substan-
tial redesign and tool-up costs.
On the basis of this evidence,one must conclude that fuel cell
operation with the as-is product stream from the hydrazine decomposition
reactor is unattractive. The use of a palladium diffuser to provide ultra-
pure hydrogen will improve the overall reactant utilization factor and will
result in minimal distortion at the gas generator-fuel cell interface. The
design of the diffuser is discussed in a later section.
r
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qOperation with dilute oxygen will also result in reduced perfor-
mance Data presented by Jones showed that reducing oxygen purity from 99.995
to 99.988 percent would roughly halve the allowable dead-end time in modi-
fied Bacon cells (9). Allis-Chalmers data showed that oxygen feeds con-
taining 0.5 percent argon diluent would require purging after 5-10 minutes
to limit the performance decay to 10 my
 (l). As shown in Figure 4, purge
losses at these short cycle times would decrease oxygen utilization.
The oxygen generator subsystem contains a condenser to reduce
the water content of the product feed gas. As shown in Figure 9 a con-
denser effluent, saturated at 150°F (66°C) and 500 psia, would contain
about 0.7 thole percent water vapor. The condenser temperature could be
lowered if experimental studies showed that cathode performance decayed
too rapidly at this concentration level. Alternatively, a modified form
of Esso's heatless adsorption drying process could be used to produce bone-
dry oxygen. Oxygen recovery factors may exceed 99 percent using this
approach. Heatless drying technology was recently evaluated in our labora-
tories for NASA under Contract No. NAS1-6918 ( 30). The goal of these
studies was to investigate the drying and purification of spacecraft atmos-
pheres. This approach was not pursued further.
Figure 9
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The presence of water vapor in the oxygen feed may also affect
the static moisture removal mechanism employed in the Allis-Chalmers cells.
Analytical and experimental studies at Allis-Chalmers have defined the
water concentration gradients existing in the cell (15,16), Conventional
cell operation results in water concentrations ranging from about 8 percent
at the inlet port of the oxygen cavity to ll percent at the exit port. In
turn, a steady state transverse water gradient exists through the electrodes,
capillary matrix, hydrogen cavity and water removal membrane. Detailed
evaluation of the effect of additional water on the water balance system is
beyond the scope of this study.
Part c - Selection of Fuel Cell Operating Points
Preliminary trade-off analyses were conducted to select the specific
type and number of Allis-Chalmers fuel cell modules for a variety of poten-
tial on.-load missions. These missions were assumed to require 200 to 5000
watts net power output for 100 or 1000 hours. The approach taken was to
estimate the sum of stored reactant, tankage and fuel cell weight, using
factors for tankage expulsion efficiency, storage stability, gas generator
conversion efficiency, product recovery efficiency and feed gas utilization
in the fuel cell. A conservative parasitic power factor of 10 percent above
net power was used for these studies.
The basic characteristics of the fuel cell modules were described
by Platner (12), These are summarized in Table 2. The trade-off studies
showed that system weight was sensitive to variations in fuel cell voltage
efficiency, particularly for the 1000 hour missions which are energy-
storage limited. The radiation-cooled and liquid-cooled modules gave the
lowest system weight projections. Occasionally, suitably down-rated
multiple modules were found to be optimum. Table 3 contains a summary of
the fuel cell design operating points. Conservative performance data, ob-
tained after 50-60 days operation, were used for the designs. These data
reflect the expected performance degrad tion rate of the Allis-Chalmers
fuel cell modules. Details of the trade-off analysis are given in Appendix.
4,
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Table 2
D. escr	 tion of Allis-Chalmers Fuel Call Modules
Module 'hypeM
odule Performance Radiation !	 Gas /Liquid Liquid
Characteristic
_ Cooled Cooled Cooled	 ..
Nominal Power Output, watts 200 2000 5000
Nominal. Voltage, vdc 27 29 28
Weight (l) ,	 l.bs 30 169 150
Overall Size, inches 7x7xl7 16x2lx32 llxllx32
Number of Cells 28 32 pairs 30 sections (2)
Parasitic ^^er 0.01 0.05 0.015
Factor, ,
(1) Ix reactants, associated tankage and space radiator, if required
(2) Four cells in parallel per section
(3) Parasitic Power Factor,
	 Parasitic Power Required, watts
Neer  Output, watts
Table 3
Summary of Fuel Cell. Operating Points
k
Mission On- , Power Output, Module Power Individual
Load Time, Watts `Module Type (1) output )
Module Voltage (2) Cell. Voltage^
Net Groan Initial ^60 Days,50-Hrs. and Number Watts at 5060 _s 
100 200 220 RM 220 26.4 25.0 0.893
500 550 R(2) 275 25.9 24.4 0.875
1000 1100 L(l) 1100 30.3 29.6 0.987
5000 5500 L(l) 5500 27.0 26.2 0.873
1000 200 220 R(2) 110 27.6 26.2 0.936
500 550 L(1) 550 30.8 30.1 1.003
1000 1100 L(l) 1100 30.3 29.6 0.987
5000 5500 L(4) 1375 30.0 29.3 0.977
(1) Allis-Chalmers Cells; _ R ='Radiation-coaled module,
L = Liquid-cooled module	 t
k
(2) 50-60 Day performance values chosen as design basis.
i
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fThese studies assumed that unregulated output voltages would be
acceptable for spacecraft use. The mean voltages will range from 28 to 31
volts, depending on the module and operating point. Voltage variations will
be 40.7 volts or less at steady state design conditions. In the absence of
specific load profiles, the response of fuel cell performance to transient
load factors was neglected. Suitable, lightweight voltago regulator designs
are available, if required (31) These are integrated-circuit deuces using
high frequency pulse-width modulation. However, efficiencies do not exceed
90 percent and the parasitic power required to operate the regulator will
increase reactant storage requirements.
Coulombic efficiency and reactant utilization factors were assumed
equal to unity. These appear to be reasonable values based on eventually
optimized purge cycles with pure reactants and the intrinsic capability of
the Allis-Chalmers cells. Also, the internal heat and water balance operation
of the fuel cell is assumed to be solved by the Allis-Chalmers design.
Reliability factors were neglected in this analysis. Obviously,
increasing reliability by providing redundant modules will increase system
weight, particularly for the shorter time missions. The 1000 hour mission
weights will. be
 relatively unaffected because the down-rated modules will
operate at higher voltage efficiency, permitting some reduction in reactant
tankage.
Other operational features of the Allis-Chalmers systems were re-
viewed briefly. bootstrap startup capability and low temperature performance
and storability are three critical characteristics of the multiple-restart,
deep space fuel cells. Some Allis-Chalmers modules can withstand bootstrap
startup from about 80°F (27°C) to a normal operating temperature of 190°F
(88°C) in 6.5 minutes (12). This is accomplished by high current drain or
short circuit operation, using internal self-heating to heat the module com-
ponents. Platner states that startup can be achieved from temperatures as
low as -20°F (-29°C) (12). The effect on module life of repeated startup
under these conditions has not been demonstrated yet. Our feasibility study
has assumed that bootstrap startup from +40°F (4°C) storage can be accom-
plished safely within 15 minutes,
The Allis-Chalmers cells can provide stable performance at tempera-
tures as low as -35°C (14,16). The maximum sustained load at this temperature
is about 5 ma /cm2 , rising to about 60 ma/cm2 at -5°C. Gas leakage prevented
operation below -40°C. The minimum storage temperature is reported as -40°C,
probably set by the freeze point of the 38 wt. percent potassium hydroxide
electrolyte X15). In turn, this sets a minimum level on the permissible dead-
storage temperature for the multiple-restart power system.
The shelf life characteristics of these modules were also reported
by Platner (12). Storage with internal cavities filled with inert gas for
periods up to two years had no effect on performance. The modules appear
storeable for at least 30 days at 80°F (27°C) with reactants in the cells
at normal operating pressure, about 30 Asia.
r
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Loth the radiation-,cooled and gas/liquid-cooled modules have de-
monstrated the ability to withstand the extremes of launch and orbital flight
environments. Evidently, the liquid-cooled module has not been space-qualified
yet. From this analysis, the use of Allis-Chalmers fuel cells in the multiple
restart power system appears feasible and justified. Minimum interface dis-
tortion is expected between the gas generator subsystems and the energy con-
version subsystem.
Phase 3 - Hydrogen Generator Subsystem
The hydrogen generator subsystem contains the hydrazine storage tank,
hydrazine decomposition reactor and hydrogen purifier, product coolers,
accumulation tankage and associated hardware. The suitability of hydrazine
as a storeable reactant was evaluated and preliminary systems analyses were
performed to select the most appropriate hydrogen generation scheme. Experi-
mental data were required to evaluate the activity of several decomposition
catalysts required to convert hydrazine to hydrogen. These kinetic yield
data were used in subsequent design studies.
Fart a R drazine Characteristics
Hydrazine has an established role in propellant technology, where
it is used as a high specific impulse fuel in propulsion rockets and att itude-
control thrust devices (32). Linder suitable conditions, hydrazine may also be
used as a source of hydrogen. Equation (3) describes the usual form of the
overall stoichiometry of the hydrazine decompositon reaction. Neglecting
the specific details of the reaction mechanism, a two-step sequence is often
proposed. This is shown in Equations (4) and (5). As indicated, the de-
composition of hydrazine is highly exothermic. Conmrsely, the associated
ammonia decomposition reaction is endothermic. Catalysts are usually employed
to decompose hydrazine, although Equation (4) can proceed as a non-catalytic
homogeneous reaction.
N H -----► 4 (1-x)NH + (1 , + 2X. N + 2 x 11
	 (3)24	 3	 3	 3	 2	 2
,.	 Where: x Fractional ammonia conversion
N2 H4 	3 NH3 + ^ N2 + 1.2.0 Kcal	 (4)
NH3 -
	
3 H2 + 2 N2 - 10.96 Kca.1	 (5)
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Van Vorst has calculated the adiabatic reaction temperature for hydra-
zine decomposition as a function of ammonia conversion level (33). These data,
shown in Figure 10, indtcate that temperatures as high as 1380% can be reached
during the decomposition reaction and that complete conversion to hydrogen and
nitrogen will yield a temperature of about 600%. The use of diluted hydra
tine feeds, such as hydrazine hydrate, will naturally yield Lower decomposition
temperatures.
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The storage stability of hydrazine has also received considerable
attention. Data obtained by Axworthy show that propellant grade hydrazine,
treated with barium oxide, is thermally stable in contact with 321 stainless
steel at low temperatures (34). These data are shown in Figure 11.
Figure 11
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SIndeed, the hydrazine tank pressure data, obtained from the
Mariner IV flignt,clearly show that hydrazine storage stability will not
be a problem in an aerospace environment (32). Subsequent design studies
will propose the use of plutonium 238 radioactive isotope heaters for over-
all thermal balancing in deep space. Calculations described in Appendix 5
show that the resulting radiolysis yields for hydrazine decomposition are
trivial (L55). Other studies of radiation effects indicate that hard X-rays
may cause minor decomposition (36).
Additional information on hydrazine handling safety and general
physical and thermochemical properties is also available (37,38).
Part b - Potential Systems Approaches
Several schemes may be used to generate hydrogen from hydrazine.
The high temperature catalytic decomposition process was selected for the
center-line design. This route will yield the simplest system with
minimum reactant requirements. In this system, the use of a palladium-silver
diffuser to recover pure hydrogen is feasible because the reactor `product
gases are available at high temperature. Earlier it was shown that pure
hydrogen feed was required for effective fuel cell operation.
The center-line design uses neat hydrazine, rather than diluted
mixtures, to reduce stored reactant weight. In turn, this fixes the minimum
reactant storage temperature at +2°C, the freeze point of hydrazine. Dilute
fuels, such as hydrazine hydrate with a -52°C freeze point, must be used if
operability is required at -40°C, the minimum practical fuel cell storage
temperature. Systems studies discussed later will show that much lover equi-
librium temperatures will prevail in deep space missions. Hence some form
of passive heating or thermal control will be required in any event. A
possible low temperature approach would be to use int:rmediate tankage con-
taining diluted start-up feed. This tank would be replenished during opera-
tion using recovered water from the fuel cell or the peroxide decomposition
reactor. As discussed in Appendix 1, this approach was rejected because
complex fluid management procedures are required. In addition, the safe
melting of frozen neat hydrazine in the main reactant tanks is questionable.
An alternative, low temperature hydrazine decomposition reactor
system was rejected on the basis of poor selectivity and probable excessive
weight. This system used a potassium hydroxide moderator and is discussed
more fully in Appendix 6
r
Winsel has described another approach that uses electrodecompostion
to produce stoichiometric yields of hydrogen and nitrogen (99). Unfortunately,
tie product is available at low temperatures that prevent the effective use
of a palladium diffuser. Again, the use of impure hydrogen would decrease
the utilizatin factor in the fuel cell, resulting in excessive reactant
storage requirements.
Part c - Hydrazine Decomposition Studies
A number of hydrazine decomposition catalysts with spontaneous
ignition capability are available. These catalysts are normally used in
rocket firing applications using high bed loadings or mass flow rates of
hydrazine feed (32). Predictable and repeatable ignition delay response,
in the millisecond range, is required for this stringent application. The
operational requirements for use in the hydrogen gas generator are less
severe. Experimental data were obtained to define catalyst activity, kine-
tic yield data and to evaluate potential reactor design problems.
Most rocket reactors use Shell 405 catalyst, an iridium-based,
spontaneous catalyst that has demonstrated activity at temperatures as low
as -65% (40 - 43). High cost is the major disadvantage of Shell 405 catalyst.
In addition, catalyst shrinkage and fines production have been noted in
rocket-firing tests (32). A stable, proprietary, non-noble metal catalyst
Esso 104, is also available. Both Shell 405 and the lower cost Esso 104 were
used in the experimental studies. Other non-strategically limited catalyst
compositions are being developed in our laboratories under contract with the
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory (43)
Hydrazine decomposition data were obtained in small tubular, packed
bed reactors. Feed flow rates were increased gradually until breakthrough
of unreacted hydrazine was noted. Generally this created a fog or mist in the
product gas collection system. Hydrazine decomposition was complete for space
velocities below visual breakthrough. At these space velocities, a maximum
fractional ammonia conversion of x = 0.7 was observed with Esso 104 catalyst.
These dat, Ii.. •e shown in Figure 12. 13as chromatographic procedures were used
to analyze
	 product gases. Details of the reactor assemblies and conver-
sion data are given in Appendices 7 and 8.
Figure 12
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The maximum hydrazine space velocity for complete conversion is about
15 gms N2H4/9m cat-hr. The product gas composition at x w 0.7 is listed in
Table 4. It is evident that further decomposition of ammonia is needed. to
raise the yield of hydrogen to a target value of about 98 percent of theory.
Ammonia decomposition studies are discussed below.
Table 4
Product Gas Composition From Hydrazine
Decomposition Reactor
Component Mole Fraction
Hydrogen 0.5381)
Nitrogen 0.308
Ammonia 0.154
(1) Theoretical value is 0.667
Instantaneous start-up was achieved throughout these initial studies
using room temperature hydrazine feed. The same botch of Esso 104 catalyst
was used for over 15 hours in different reactor assemblies with no apparent
performance loss or significant fines generation.
Initial reactor firings in 15-25 mm diameter Vycor reactors were
terminated abruptly when the decomposition flame front receded into the fuel
inlet line. In subsequent studies with 9 mm reactors, this problem was
corrected by using a cooled,thin capillary feed line to reduce axial heat
transport from the hot reaction zone. Also, dead zones of hydrazine hold-up
were eliminated between the feed line and the active catalyst bed within the
reactor. It is essential to prevent hydrazine vapor penetration into the
feed line. Although hydrazine liquid is reasonably stable, explosive decom-
position can occur in the vapor phase. Actually, the design of stable auto-
thermal catalytic reactors is complex. This problem is discussed further
in Part a of this Phase.
Part d - Ammonia Decomposition Studies
Initial hydrazine;decompositon data, obtained with Esso 104 cata -
lyst, showed that typical product gas streams contained a minimum of 15
percent ammonia. This corresponds to a fractional ammonia conversion level
of x 0.7 Additional decomposition of ammonia is required to increase hydrogen
yields to the target value of about 98 percent of theory,
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The synthesis of ammonia is an industrially significant process.
As a result, the kinetics and catalysis of the ammonia synthesis and decom-
position reactions have been studied in some detail. Extensive general
reviews are available (4-47). Specific catalyst compositions also have been
evaluated, particularly in Japan (48-55).
Ammonia decomposition was studied experimentally using Girdler G-47,
an iron-on-sintered alumina catalyst. This catyst was selected because of
its stability at the high temperatures expected in the hydrazine decomposition
reactor. Runs were made with simulated hydrazine decomposition product gases
containing 2.7% and 45% ammonia. Several space velocities and operating tempera-
tures were studied at atmospheric pressure. Effective rate constants were
calculated using the conventional Temkin-Pyzhev ammonia decomposition expression,
together with integral reactor design equations (56). Details of the proc6-
dures used are given in Appendix 9. Complete data are listed in Appendix 10.
As shown in Figure 13, the activity of Girdler G-47 was rather low.
Temperature levels in excess of 750-800°C are required to achieve the target
levels of ammonia decomposition with reasonable catalyst loadings. These
temperatures cannot be achieved in an adiabatic system because the theoretical
flame temperature for the reaction of hydrazine to hydrogen and nitrogen,
including complete decomposition of ammonia, is only 600°C. Supplying addi-
tional heat to the reactor to overcome the endothermic ammonia decomposition
reaction will reduce over all system efficiency.
Figure 13
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Catalysts with improved activity are required. Fortunately, a
number of promoted iron-alumina catalysts, used for ammonia synthesis, are
available. Typical literature data for these catalysts, shown in Figure 14,
indicate that they are about 100 times more active than Girdler G-47 (54).
These catalysts lose activity via sintering when operated at temperatures
above 600°C. However, loss of catalyst activity should be low during the
expectect life of the multiple reserve poker system. A typical, ammonia syn-
thesis catalyst, Haldor Topsoe KM-1R, was obtained and used in the composite 	 •
reactor runs discussed in Part e.
Figure 14
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Part a - Composite Reactor Studies and
Reactor Design T
Hydrazine decomposition runs were made in composite reactors con-
taining mixed catalyst charges. Esso 104 and Shell 405 hydrazine decompo-
sition catalysts were used together with Girdler G-47 or Haldor•-Topsoe KM
1R ammonia decomposition catalysts. The latter were activated in-situ.
Reactor performance was studied at temperatures from 25°C down to -40°C.
As shown in Figure 15, the addition of G-47 and KM-1R catalysts
substantially increased the extent of ammonia decomposition. The maximum
conversion level, x = 0.85, was obtained with a mixed bed of Shelf. 405 and
KM-lR. Feed system limitations prevented operation at higher space velocity.
Complete data are listed in Appendix 8.
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'Ammonia decomposition levels must be increased still further.
The Haldor-Topsoe catalyst is active and more rigorous adherence to commercial
activationractice wouldp	 probably improve activity. -Nevertheless, average
catalyst bed temperatures of 500-600°C are still required for maximum effec-
tiveness.	 The performance characteristics of simple, in-line packed beds are
inadequate, at least for the small reactors tested.
	 For example, hydrazine
feed rate had a pronounced effect on the temperature distribution within the
reactor.	 ;The data in Figure 16 show that the intense hydrazine decomposition
zone at low flow rates is localized at the reactor inlet.
	 At higher flow
rates the converse ;is true.
	 Proper spacial distribution of the catalysts
within the bed might reduce these variations in temperature.
	 As it stands,
the in-line reactor has poor throttling characteristics.
	 This
 is shown in
Figure 17	 For these figures, hydrazine weight hourly epace velocity, WHSV
is defined as gms N2 H4/gm cat-hr, using the to` tal reactor catalyst charge.
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EFFECT OF FEED RATE ON REACTOR STABILITY
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Figure 17
THROTTLING CHARACTERIS 71CS OF IN-LINE
COMPOSITE REACTOR
tOptimization studies are required to define the effect of catalyst
bed geometry and system heat loss on reactor stability and performance. The
composite reactors were not operating adiabatically, despite the addition of
conventional external insulation. Radial and longitudinal heat transfer
effects play a critical role in establishing stable operation with autothermal
reactors. Considerable effort has been devoted to defining the stable opera-
ting modes of these systems (57-65). Kesten has analyzed the performance of
hydrazine--fueled rocket beds (§6). The analysis is tedious, but crucial.
These optimization studies were considered beyond the scope of the present
contract.
It is assumed that reactor geometries can be developed to ensure
essentially complete conversion of ammonia without excessive catalyst load-
ings. Subsequent design studies assumed that an average ammonia catalyst
Led temperature of 500°C can be maintained by suitable design and insulation
techniques Typical geometries that may be used are shown schematically in
Figure 18. An interesting "fail.-safe" variant would be to develop an integrated
reactor containing hydrogen peroxide decomposition zones within the ammonia
catalyst beds, as shown in Figure 19. The peroxide reactors would act as
heat sources to maintain the ammonia beds at 500 *C or so. Erickson recently
discussed a trimode propulsion device that involves the integration of hydra-
zine and peroxide reaction chambers (67).
Again, heat transfer characteristics will be critical. Predictions
of the heat transfer coefficients between the packed catalyst bed and reactor
interior walls showed that these coefficients would only be about 1-10
BTU/hr ft OF (68). Effective radial thermal conductivities for packed beds
were not calculated, but adequate correlations exist (69,70). Finally, some
form of internal area augmentation, such as extended surface finning, will
probably be required to accomplish the necessary heat transfer (71).
The start-up characteristics of the in-line composite bed reactor
were also evaluated at -40°C using hydrazine hydrate fuel. These data are
given in Appendix 8.
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sPart - Hyde Generator Subs stem Des ign
Hydrogen generator subsystem designs were prepared for the assumed
mission loads, ranging from 240 to 5000 net watts power output for on--load
times of 100 and 1000 hours. Hydrazine feed rates were calculated using
design values for the following variables
• Hydrogen yield from the integrated hydrogen reactor
• Hydrogen recovery factor for the palladium diffuse
• Fuel cell voltage sand coulombic efficiency
• Fuel cell hydrogen utilization factor
• System parasitic load factor
Required hydrazine flow rates ranged from 1.2 to 33.1 gms/min, depending on
system power level. Calculation details are given in Appendix 11.
Hydrazine storage requirements were estimated using design values
for the following factors
• System hydrazine flow rate and mission on-load time
• Hydrazine storage stability
o Tankage expulsion efficiency
The system storage temperature was assumed to be about 5°C, or
high enough to prevent hydrazine freeze-up. Potential thermal control sys-
tems to accomplish this are discussed in Phase 5. Stored hydrazine weights
ranged from 19 to 4377 l.bs. Complete data are presented in Appendix 12. A
tankage weight analysis was carried out using two options, a positive expul-
sion bladder system or an advanced capillary action (Zero G) system. These
are shown schematically in Figure 20.
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Experience with Mariner IV has shown that hydrazine may be safely
stored in 6AI-4V titanium tanks containing butyl rut'-er bladders (32), the
major problem encountered with these systems is probably accelerated hydra-
zine decomposition catalyzed by the bladder constituents (72). Sufficient
ullage must be provided within the bladder to accomodate the gaseous decom-
position products. Alternatively, an interior venting system may be pro-
vided to remove the gases or they may diffuse through the bladder wall into
the space between the bladder and the tank wall.
Considerable progress has been made to develop other fluid manage-
ment techniques for zero G environments (13-28). The most intriguing of these
is the capillary-action.tank that uses surface tension forces to control the
location of the gas-liquid interface within the tank (73) Constant ex-
pulsion of liquid, rather than gas-liquid mixtures, is desirable for controlled
operation of the hydrogen generator system. On the other hand, system require-
ments for constant quality feed are not as severe as those imposed by rocket
propulsion reactors. Titanium capillary-action tanks were selected for the
hydrogen generator system. Spherical tanks were assumed, although future
optimization and packaging studies may show that cylindrical shapes will
result in lower overall system volume. Estimated tankage weights ranged from
2.7 to 102 lbs, as discussed in Appendix 13.
An integral unit configuration was chosen for the decomposition
reactor, similar to those discussed in fart e. Shell 405 catalyst was used,
although Esso 104 would be equally suitable. Only small amounts of catalyst
were required for complete hydrazine decomposition, ranging from 0.01 to
0.29 lbs. Ammonia decomposition catalyst requirements were estimated,
assuming that the reactor geometry chosen would result in an average bed
temperature of 500°C, Haldor-Topsoe KM-lfit catalyst was selected, using
extrapolated kinetic data on a well-reduced doubly-promoted iron catalyst
(S4). Atmospheric pressure rate data were used, although the reactor will
operate at 500 Asia, About 0.06 to 1.72 lbs of catalyst were required, de-
pending on the system power output. The overall hydrogen generation effi-
ciency factor was 0.98.
The reactor pressure is 500 psia, dictated by the operating charac-
teristics of the palladium diffuser. A nominal 20 Asia pressure drop Was
assumed across the reactor. Cast stainless steel, ACx Type HK, appears to
have the necessary high temperature strength and corrosion resistance to
withstand exposure to hydrogen and oxygen within the reactor (66.79), A
fibrous insulation, suitable for high temperature operation was selected to
minimize heat losses from the reactor, based on published NASA data {80).
The final reactor weight estimates ranged from 3.9 to 9.6 lbs, a veYy small
fraction of the overall system weight. Details are presented in Appendix 14.
Feed pumps will be required for reactor operation at :500 psia.
Although a detailed study of pump selection was not performed, appropriate
models appear available. These are discussed in Appendix 15,
I i
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The design of the palladium diffuser was carried out using the
technique described by Hunter (^Jl . Alternative procedures are available,,
but design data were not presented for their use (8z). n nyurogen recovery
factor of 0,966 was used, making the pure hydrogen stream available at
427°C and 30 Asia pressure. It was assumed that the diffuser tube wall
could be increased to 0,010 inches from the standard 0.003 inches to.permit
operation at 450 psi pressure differential. Start-up time for the diffuser
should be less than 15 minutes, using a heat-conservation reactor-diffuser
packaging appproach. Design details are given in Appendix 16.
Small filters may be required to remove catalyst fines in the high 	 >
pressure reactor/diffuser product stream, The hot hydrogen and nitrogen
effluents are cooled to about 66 °C in separate, small space radiators. A
simplified radiator sizing approach was selected, similar to the one described
by Boretz (83 . These designs are not critical,, although optimized techniques
are available (84, 85 ). NASA experience indicates that these radiators weigh.
about 1.5 lbs/ft (5). The calculation procedures are given in Appendix 17.
Product accumulation tanks were also sized. The non-optimized
spherical tanks will be fabricated from 306 or 316 stainless steel with
a wall thickness of 0.05 inches. Normal filling temperature will be 66 °C,
but the hydrogen tank is sized to deliver the required 15 minute start-up
fuel at a system storage temperature of 5°C. The delivery pressure at this
temperature would be about 24.6 psia, somewhat below the 30 psia required
by the Allis-Chalmers fuel cell modules. Future trade-off studies would be
required to optimize tankage sizes. The tanks would be filled at lift-off,
Hydrogen tank size is a critical factor requiring further study.
Very large tanks are required to store the pure, low pressure hydrogen product
obtained from the diffuser. Future studies may show that hydrogen recom-
pression to about 150 psia may result in lower system weight, even though
parasitic power will be required to operate the compressor.
The high pressure nitrogen tank design is riot critical. A suitable
size was assumed, sufficient to provide hydrazine feed tank pressurant. Ex-
cess nitrogen is vented overboard. Also, an overall weight estimate was
made for the ancillary tankage hardware, pressure regulators, vent check
valves and associated piping. Details of the tankage system design are pre-
sented in Appendix 13,
The design, construction and operation of the hydrogen generator
subsystem is judged to be feasible, using current technology. A summary of
the specific component weight analysis is presented in Phase 5
Phase 4 - Oxygen Generator Subsystem
The fuel cell oxygen supply is obtained from the decomposition of
stored hydrogen peroxide. The oxygen generator subsystem consists of appro-
priate tankage and auxiliary hardware, closely resembling the components of
the hydrogen generator assembly. Again, considerable propellant-based tech-
nology is available for design studies (86-88). Hydrogen peroxide decompo-
sition is an intrinsically simpler problem. Therefore, only limited experi-
mental studies were made to confirm system operability.
Part a - Hydrog.+.n Peroxide Characteristics
uµ
Hydrogen peroxide decomposes cleanly to form oxygen and by-product
water, as indicated in Equation (6).
k
H2 02-----►
 2 02 + H2O + 23.4 Kcal	 (b)
The reaction is strongly exothermic and is usually carried out in the presence
of an appropriate heterogeneous catalyst.
The extent of peroxide decomposition is limited only by the avail-
ability of catalyst surface and essentially stoichiometric yields of oxygen
are obtained. Williams (89) has calculated the adiabatic decomposition
temperature as a function of feed peroxide content. These data are shown
in Figure 21.
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Concentrated hydrogen peroxide solutions, ranging from 70 to 98
wt. percent, are available for aerospace usage (90). The data in Figure 21
show that temperatures exceeding 1.000°C result from the decomposition of 98
wt. percent peroxide solutions. The case with which these solutions decom
-
pose often poses safety problems. Considerable effort has been spent to
define safe peroxide handling techniques (37,90,91). In essence, rigorous
cleaning and passi.vation procedures must be used on all surfaces that come
in contact with the peroxide solutions.
Hydrogen peroxide storage stability is acceptable in the absence
of sp(^cif;ic catalytic surfaces. Homogeneous decomposition rates for liquid
peroxide solutions are low, particularly at la- .? temperatures, as shown in
Figure 22 (37). The presence of nearby alpha radiation from plutonium 238
radioisotope heating elements well not affect peroxide stabil.ity'6ecause the
radiolys s yields are low (91,92). 	 r.
Figure 2 2 '
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Finally, the physical .;era t^,er,.rwo 'hemical properties of hydrogen
peroxide have been summarized In definitive form by Schumb (91).
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Part b - Potential Systems Ap2roaches
The direct decomposition of concentrated hydrogen peroxide solution,
using appropriate catalysts, will provide the simplest and most reliable oxy-
gen generator system. This technique has been demonstrated in previous studies
to develop on-board life support systems for spacecraft (93).
Once again, a minimum system storage temperature must be chosen.
The lowest possible temperature would be -40 °C, the minimum fuel cell storage
temperature. However, 98 wt. percent peroxide "freezes" at about -2°C. Thus
storage at -40°C would entail the dual tankage approach, using diluted feeds,
that was discussed previously in Phase 3. Solutions containing 39 to 70 wt.
percent hydrogen peroxide have freeze points below -40°C. This approach in-
creases system complexity and was rejected, as discussed in Appendix 1. A
minimum storage temperature of about +5*C was selected, based on the freeze,
point of neat hydrazine.
Part c - ,ydrogen Peroxide Decomposition Stu dies
The catalytic decomposition of concentrated hydrogen peroxide solu-
tions was studied briefly to evaluate catalyst activity and reactor yield
characteristics. Silver screen is usually used as a peroxide decomposition
catalyst (93). However, the melting point of silver is 961 0C, below the
maximum adiabatic reaction temperature obtainable with 98 wt. percent peroxide.
Munday has disclosed a number of confidential compositions developed to pro-
vide high temperature stability (9 4, 95). One of these, designated sample
I-6A, was prepared and used in the form of 1/8 inch pellets. Several runs
were also made with pressed silver oxide pellets to assess low temperature
reactor capability.
a
A simple packed bed reactor was used with feeds ranging from 70
to 98 wt. percent peroxide. Ambient system temperatures ranged from -40 to
+25°C. The experiments were run at atmospheric pressure. The data in Figure
23 show that complete peroxide decomposition and stoichiometric yields of oxygen
were obtained up to a space velocity of about 60 gms H2O2/gm cat--hr. The
precision of these data leaves much to be desired, but the use of this space
velocity as a design criterion is probably adequate. Reactor stability prob-
lems are not critical here. Experimental details and data are presented in
Appendices 18 and 19.
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Figure 23
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Reactor startup was instantaneous with catalyst I-6A and 98 wt.
percent peroxide feed at 25 *C and with 90 wt. percent peroxide at 5°C. It
is assumed that 98 wt. percent peroxide will auto-ignite at 5°C, but this
was not demonstrated because the feed supply was exhausted. Subsequent
reactor and catalyst inspection showed that this catalyst had good high
temperature stability. Bench-scale tests indicated a slight drop--off in
low temperature activity. Silver oxide was the only active catalyse: at
-40°C, but operation at temperatures in excess of 100% caused extensive
breakdown to elemental silver, which formed a mirror on the Vycor reactor
walls.
Part d - Oxygen Generator Subsystem Design
Design studies were conducted to size the components of the oxygen
generator system. These include reactant storage requirements and tankage,
peroxide decomposition reactor, by-product water condenser and separator,
and oxygen accumulation tankage.
The reactant chosen was 98 wt. percent hydrogen peroxide, on the
basis of minimum excess water storage weight and demonstrated operability.
Peroxide solution flow rate requirements were calculated for the selected`
I
I
• Oxygen yield from the decomposition reactor
• Fuel cell voltage and coulombic efficiency
• Fuel cell oxygen utilization
• System parasitic load factor
Peroxide flow rates ranged from 2.6 to 68 gms/min. Calculation details are
presented in Appendix 11.
Again, peroxide storage requirements were estimated using design
values for the following factors:
• System peroxide flow rate and mission on-load time
• Peroxide storage stability
• Tankage expulsion efficiency
Stored peroxide weights range from 39 to 8941 lbs, as discussed in Appendix 12.
Bladder expulsion and capillary-action tankage were also considered for the
peroxide storage system. Studies by Schmauch indicate that Teflon or Fluorel
are suitable bladder materials for long time storage of peroxide (93). Properly
passivated aluminum 1060 is the preferred tankage material ( 37). Again, the
capillary system was chosen because it should be easier to vent the decompo-
sition products formed during storage from the periphery of the tank interior.
Projected weight differences between the two systems appear small. Estimated
weights for the spherical tanks ranged from 2 to 78 lbs, as described in
Appendix 13. Good design practice indicates that vented valves should be
used for safety in the peroxide flow system (37).
Catalyst requirements for the peroxide decomposition reactor were
small, ranging from 0.006 to 0.15 lbs. As noted earlier, a single integrated
reactor is used to conserve heat required for ammonia decomposition. Additional
details are presented in Appendix 14. The peroxide reactor will operate at
500 psia, defined by the water removal requirements of the downstream conden-
ser. This design feature was discussed earlier in Phase 2.
The hot reactor off-gas is cooled to 66°C (150°F) in a condenser/
radiator. Schmauch has described a simple pin-finned stainless steel tube
radiator that should be adequate. Studies under zero G conditions indicate
that two-phase flow problems will not interfere with the condensation mechan-
ism (96 . The condenser wall temperature must be kept above 0°C, the freeze
pointof water. Operability of this unit would be ensured by mounting the
radiator within the system envelope, where a storage temperature of 5°C will
prevail. Condenser weights ranged from 0.09 to 2.3 lbs. Details are-pre-
sented in Appendix 17,
The selective separation of condensed water from the oxygen product
is essential to maintain a high oxygen recovery factor. A number of schemes
are possible. The use of an induced vortex cyclone separator seems feasible,
h f th U ion Carbide 5 KW flowing electro-based on studies made by AlResearc or e n
lyte fuel cell system (18). Alternative approaches include the use of a
'
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hydrophobic porous Teflon bladder wall, mounted within .a tank, to permit the
selective transport of gaseous oxygen. Studies have shown that the Teflon
adsorbs contaminants and becomes hydrophilic, or non-selective, after pro-
longed storage (96). A condenser/separator may also be used, with interior
wicking facilities and pressure balances for water separation. AlResearch
also presented designs for this unit (18). However, an auxiliary coolant
is usually used as heat transfer medium, thus adding system complexity. The
cyclone approach was selected on the basis of passive operation, simplicity
and low weight. Detailed fluid-mechanical designs were considered beyond
the scope of the current program. The separator weight was estimated by
down-rating the AiResearch design. The procedure is discussed in Appendix 17.
A stainless steel tank is used to accumulate product oxygen at
66% (150 °F) and 150 psia. This tank also provides pressurant for the hydrogen-
peroxide storage tank. The accumulation tank would be fully charged at lift-
off. The tank weights ranged from 0.8 to 6.6 lbs. Design details are listed
in Appendix 13.
The design, construction and operation of the oxygen generator
subsystem is considered feasible, using availdble technology. A summary of
the specific component weight analysis is presented in Phase 5.
Phase 5 - SXstems Integration and Final. Design Studies
The feasibility study of the multiple-restart fuel cell power
supply was completed by integrating the component subsystem assemblies.
Final projected weights were calculated for the integrated systems. The
critical problem of thermai control was studied briefly. Finally, alter-
native approaches to the deep-space power supply problem were reviewed.
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Part a - stems Integration Studies
The power system components,including the fuel cell module,
hydrogen generator and oxygen generator,were integrated into a single
package. A simple, ,n-line component configuration was selected, illus-
trated schematically in Figure 24. The inertial characteristics of this
packaging concept should minimize problems arising from eccentric loads.
However, the system has not been optimized to yield a minimum capsule
volume or sheath weight.
IN-LINE COMPONENT PACKAGING
t,
The entire system is enclosed in a capsule sheath, that contains
integral space radiato^., for the product gas coolers and the fuel cell
coolant fluid, where required. The capsule sides will be required to per-
form a semi-passive thermal control function, as discussed below in Part b.
^Y
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{Minimum integration problems are anticipated between the fuel cell
module and the gas generators. The latter have been designed to provide the
module with pure reactants that are compatible with effective fuel cell
performance. The coolant space-radiator area and weight requirements for the
Allis-Chalmers liquid-cooled fuel cell module in deep-space were estimated
as 12 ft 2 /KW and 1.5 lbs/ft 2 , respectively. These values were reported by
Cohn (5), and are evidently based on space experience and analytical studies.
Detailed calculations have been reported by Allis-Chalmers, but these are for
near-earth missions (13,15). Optimum configurations can be designed (84,85),
but these are not required for this study. On the other hand, care must be
taken to prevent freeze-up of the glycol coolant during initial introduction
into the radia*,or network. The capsule exterior surface will undoubtedly
fall below -60°F (-51°C), the freeze point of typical ethylene glycol -water
coolants. Some form of radiator pre-heating should be provided. Substitution
of gaseous coolants is a possibility, but will involve fuel cell module
weight penalties.
The dynamic characteristics of the coupled systems have not been
considered. It is assumed that the response characteristics of tha gas genera-
tor subsystems to variations in load and multiple restart will be adequate.
Future optimization studies would be required to evaluate potential problems
in this area.. In particular, the start-up "duty cycle" should be defined.
If 10 starts are required for the 100 hour mission, approximately 150 minutes
will be spent in the start-up mode. During this time, the gas generator
reactors may be operating inefficiently. The effect of this inefficiency
on overall reactant storage requirements was not considered in this study,
Part b Thermal Balance Studies
The control of spacecraft thermal environment is critical, and
much effort has been devoted by others to solve this problem. Passive con-
trol procedures are desirable because of their inherent reliability (97).
The feasibility studies discussed above have assumed that the simplest and
lowest weight system will result if the power system capsule can be maintained
above the freezing point of hydrazine and below the temperatures where sig-
nificant reactant auto-decomposition occurs. In turn, the heat generated
during lift-off and the variations of solar flux encountered during deep-space
missions will place a heavy burden on any thermal control system designed
to meet these demands.
Typically, passive temperature management for spacecraft or lunar
components involves the Selection of exterior surfaces having appropriate
thermal radiation characteristics, coupled with necessary auxiliary insula-
tion (98-100) Many surface coatings are available, covering a range of
solar absorptivity, cg s, and thermal emissivity, g t . Characteristic values
are listed in Table 5 (98, 101 ).
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Tab._. l
Thermal Radiation Pro erties of apical Materials
Finish
Solar
Absorptivity )
56 s
Thermal
Emissivity,
e
Ratio,	
Cl)0(816 t
Aluminum 0.01 Oxide 0.21 0.82 0.26
Al-Pigmented Polyester 0.25 0.25 1.00
Dull Black Enamel 0.91 0.85 1.08
Clean 7075 Aluminum 0.55 0.11 5.00
410 Stainless Heated
to 1300 0 F, Smooth 0.76 0.12 6.13
(l) At room temperature
..1
The data in Figure 25 illustrate the nature of the problem.
Equilibrium surface temperatures of an insulated flat plate exposed to
the sun can vary from x°600°F at AVal to -300°F at AU-9, depending on the
ratio, eCs . Calculations indicate that this ratio must be 19.8 to
t
achieve the desired storage temperature of 440°F at AU=9. The highest
value available, obtained with a stainless steel surface, is only 6.1,
as shown in Table 5. Therefore, an auxiliary heat source and interior
insulation must be provided to maintain the target storage temperature.
Figure 25
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Small plutonium 238 radioisotope heaters are proposed (102). This
isotope, in the oxide form, generates about 1.23 BTU/hr ,gm (103). The A
transfer price to other Federal agencies for this material is about $1 00/gm
(103). Thermal control studies have assumed that the cost of 10 gms of
the isotope will be an acceptable burden. Potential -reactant radiolysis
yields from the isotope alpha radiation are negligible.
A grossly simplified calculation procedure, detailed in Appendix
20, was used to estimate the insulation requirements and thermwal response of
the power plant capsule. Exterior temperatures were estimated for a surface
with 0( s = ,c t = 0. 25, considering the ontire capsule area to- be exposed
to the solar flux. The heat balance assumed that the interior temperature
could be maintained at 40°F (4°C) by the combined use of space-age super-
insulation Q0) and the radioisotope heaters. Although the capsule interior
was maintainable at 40°F (4°C) at AUw9, severe high temperature excursions
existed closer to the sum, as shown in figure 26.
Figure 26
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Time limitations prevented Further analysis of this problem.
However, a solution must be found, not only to ensure the operability of
the proposed multiple restart power plant, but also to ensure that on-board
electronic instrument packages are workable. In addition, sufficient
flexibility must exist to dissipate the heat released from the gas genera-
tor reactors and water condenser during one-load operation. Potential solu-
tions might consist. of:
• Provision of expanding wax, piston-activated louvres or shutters
to vary the thermal radiation emittance of the entire capsule.
This system is similar to that used in the Allis-Chalmers thermal
radiation fuel cell module.
• Use of multiple internal insulation shields or insulated tankage
having appropriate thermal: radiation characteristics. These
shields may be ,jettisoned over-board as the distance from the
sun increases.
• Use of suitably modified heat pipes to control interior temperatures
near the sun.
• Adoption of a low-power requirement dynamic cooling system. A
small RTC device could be used as power su pply, or solar cells
may be used during the initial exposure time near the sun.
Additional optimization studies are required to develop a reliable
thermal technique to compensate for variations in solar flux, planetary
albedo and overall spacecraft reflection. These problems have been analyzed
extensively for NASA by other contractors. A NASA literature search, Number
8203, uncovered 462 references to "Spacecraft Thermal Control" from 1962
through March 10, 1969. Again, time limitations prevented a review of these
previous studies.
Part c - Final weight Analysis
The design studies were completed by estimating integrated power
system weights. The projected weights are listed in Table 6 as a function
of mission "on-load" time ar d net power output. These estimates place the
entire capsule weight and thermal: balance burden on the power system. Clearly,
trade-off studies between the instrument package and the power system should
result in some weight sharing. The weight estimates include a 10% increment
.for internal structural members and an additional 5% gross contingency, factor.
A small weight allowance was made for control components, but no attempt was
made to define the control requirements in detail. Further, it was assumed
that the spacecraft receiver antenna system could be powered continuously
with a small RTG or even down-rated solar cells.
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Table 6
Final Component Weight Analysis
Time hrs.Mission On-Load.
Design_ Point 100 1000
and Component _ Net Power lent Output, watts
Weigh t 200 500 '	 1000	 , 5000 200 500 1000	 5^	 000
Design Point
(1)
A
i Fuel Cell Module(s) (2) R(1) R(2) L(1) - L(1) $ R(2) L(1) " I L(1) L(4)	 `
Design Cell Voltage, volts 0.893 0.875. 0.987: 0.8I3S 0.936 1•003 1 0.987 ! 0.977
Gross Power per Module, watts 220 275 110 5500-' 110 550 11100	 's 1375
Conj22 ent Weight,	 lbs . 1
' • N2111 f Reactant 19.0 48.3 86.5 489	 j 152 425 ' 865	 k 4377	 E
N2 1ip, Tankage 2.•7 5.0 6.8 23.51 12 .2 2,1.5 ^	 35	 1 102
N21k+ Feed Pump 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0; 2.0 2,0 3.0 - 4
Integrated Reactor 3.9 5.0 5.9 9.6, 3.7 4.9 S,g	 ' 9.3
Pd Diffuser 1.4 1.6 2.1 8.2: 1.4 1.6 ;	 2,1
	 , 7 .7
-N2 Radiator 0,03 0.08 0.14 0.79' 0..03 0.08.; 0.14 0.79Y
N2 Pressurant Tank 1.1 2.1 3.1 9.7 5.1 8.9 '	 14.3 4 5	 t
H2 Radiator (3) 0.06
6.8
0.15
12.8
0.27
18.5
1.52 0.06
6.6
0.13 i	 0.27 1.36
H2 Accumulation Tank 59.0 11.6 .	 18,5 55
• 98% H2O2 Reactant !	 39.1 99.5' 177 998 374	 ; 872 ; 1771 8941
98% H2O2 Tankage 2.1 4.0 5.8	 1. 18 9.6	 . 16.6 26.6 78
98% H202 Feed Pump 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
H2O Condenser /Radiator 0.09 0.23 0.45 2.3 0.09	 , 0.23 0.45 -	 2.3
H2O Separator 1.0 -	 1.5 2-.0 3.0 1.0 1.5 2.0	 i 3,0
02 Accumulation Tank 0.76 1.42 2.1 6.6, 0.75	 • 1.3 2.1 6.1
Total Piping, Regulators, etc. 10.0 11.0 12.0 20.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 20.0
r
• Fuel Cell 30.0 60.0, 150 150 60 150 ;150 600
A Fucl Cell Radiator -- -- 18 90 -- 9 18 90
' Control Package 2.0 2.4 2.7 3.0 2.0 2.4 2.7 3.
• Capsule Shell 17.1 30.2 45.3 '69 55.4 81.4 .117	 1;287
• Capsule Insulation 0.5 1.6 5.1 21.9	 R 5.2 12.7 23.3 -195
• 'Total Weight ex, . Structure ' 141.6 291.4 , 549-.8 1991 733 1636 3077 14832
' Structure @ 10% 14.2 29.1 55.0	 1 199-`	 1 73 164 308 1483-
Weight plus Structure 155-•8 ; 320.5 604.8	 *2190 806 1800' '3385 16315`
Contingency @ 5% 7.8 16.0 .	 30.2 110 40 90 169 816
Gross Total Weight. 336.5 635 2300 846	 : -1890 3554	 '17131 ;=
1 ecif	 l b• Sp ic Energy,	 	 W11/ 112 2 148 157. , 217	 , 236.. 265 292
(1) Allis-Chalmers modules, R = Variable emittance module, L = Liquid cooled module
i;
Yry
(2) Selected from 50- 60 day performance curvesi (3) Addition of compressor >would permit storage at 150 psi instead of 30 psi, thus
lowering tank weight.
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As shown, the specific energy of these power plants ranged from
122 to 292 WH/lb, compared to a theoretical value of 584 WH/lb_for a system
using hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide as a source of hydrogen and oxygen.
Future optimization studies may change these estimated specific energy
characteristics. Although conservative fuel cell performance data were used,
no provision was made for systeq redundancy to increase reliability. M,-
j	 notri earlier, this will not necessarily increase the overall weight of long
duration (on-load) missions, but the weight for shorter time missions would
increase. Ultimate capsule sheath and thermal control requirements are the
major areas of uncertainty. If the capsule sheath and thermal control
insulation weights are doubled, overall system specific energy will
decrease by about 10%. In addition, detailed analysis is required to
develop alight weight support structure capable of withstanding launch stresses.
Furthermore, prospective lander missions would probably require _a system with
heat sterilization capability. Reactant decomposition losses, particularly
hydrogen peroxide, would be severe during sterilization. It appears that fly-
by missions would be a more appropriate application.-
Part d - Comparison with Alternative Approaches
The storable--fuel, multiple restart fuel cell system studied in
this program is not the only power system approach. The literature abounds
with alternative solutions. Many attempts have been made to retain elemental
hydrogen, and oxygen as primary system reactants. Although major advances
have been made to' develop ,effective superinsulation materials, the boil-off
losses associated with cryogenic storage of hydrogen and oxygen makes their
use unattractive for missions exceeding_ about 2-3 months (104-109). Conti-
ous refrigeration has been proposed as a solution, but the power requirements
for this system would probably be high.- In addition, the refrigeration power
system must operate continuously for the expected duration of Jovian missions?
exceeding three years.
The choice of hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide reactants leads to
storage and tankage weights that compare favorably with available hydrogen-
oxygen system designs. This is shown in Figure 27, taken from data presented
by Koslover (110) and Cohn (5)
r.
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE FUEL CELL REACTANT STORAGE MODES
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Another interesting approach is the coupled solar cell• ,, fuel cell
hybrid. This hybrid extends the application range of fuel cell systems to
16-24 weeks without reactant regenf^ration or more than 24 weeks with
reactant regeneration by electrolyjis (111, 112). The approach would be
useful for near-sun missions only.
Alternative fuel supplies were considered briefly. The hydrogen
yield per weight of reactants is low if one selects lithium hydride or boro
	 f
hydride as a source of hydrogen- Ammonia maybe an attractive fuel for some
missions, but detailed calculations must be made to estimate boil--off losses
for this fuel. Ammonia boils at 33.4°C and presents a less critical storage
problem than either hydrogen or oxygen. On the other hand, the vapor Ares"
sure exceeds 80 psia at only 6.8°C, so that tank wall thicknesses will be
higher than those needed for hydrazine. A suitable radioisotope source
could probably be designed to provide heat required for the endothermic
ammonia, decomposition reaction.
Similarly, the production of oxygen from chlorates, such as LiC104,
may be attractive. Additional studies would be required to devise suitable
control schemes to start-up and quench the decomposition reaction.I
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Finally, hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide may be used directly as
fuel cell reactants (113,14). Unfortunately, the poor coulombic efficiency
noted for these systems wculd increase reactaila storage weights excessively
for long duration missions.
Major competitive power sources for the deep space missions will
probably be radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTC), solar cells and,
perhaps, advanced batteries with multiple-restart capability. The energy
storage characteristics of these systems are compared in Figure 28. The
performance of RTC systems is about l watt/lb ( 103) and in-flight testing
indicates that useful system life will exceed four years (l15). Normally,
plutonium 238, with a ha'_Z °'Life of 90 years, is used as the energy source.
The projected performance of advanced solar cells arrays is about 30 watts/lb
at A11-1 (2). However, deep-space operation would require severe down-rating
to accomodate the reduced solar constant. A value of 0.37 watts/lb was used
for operation at AU-9, assuming that the fall-off in solar flux is propor-
tional to 
(U y	
In addition, attitude control must be invoked to ensure
AU
maximum cell utilization. Battery performance has been assigned a range from
about 50 to 180 WH/lb.
Figure 28
COMPARISON OF POWER SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
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NThe fuel cell system kooks attractive for missions having on-load
times of 50 to 600 hours, depending on power output level. This appears to
confirm the traditional role of fuel cell power in aerospace missions, as
shown in Figure 1. However, there is another aspect that should be considered
carefully. System specific weight characteristics affect mission costs by
controlling the lift-off load. The cost of the selected power system also
must be considered. The projected systems cost, shown in Figure 29, indicate
that the fuel cell/gas generator approach May be the cheapest solution. These
cost estimates were made using the da4a shown in Table 7. Further study of
the fuel cell system approach is clearly justified.
Figure 29
PROJECTED POWER SYSTEM COST TRADE-OFF
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Table 7
Cost Factors for Power System Analysis
System	 Basic Cost
Fuel Cell/Gas Generator
at 1000 watt level
Batteries
$200,000/KW for Cell +
$200,000/KW for Gas
Generator (3)
$300/ KWH(4)
(1) Direct scale-up, since major cost item is fixed Pu238 charge (11003)
(2) Mounted arrays of Si cells cost $1040/watt at Aid=I (115).
(Eventual cost for CdS cell may be as low as $50/watt at Ate=1)
Direct scale-up used.
(3) Typical, assembled fuel cell cost (5) . This was doubled for
gas generator system plus capsule costs. A 0.6 exponential
scaling factor was used to estimate gas generator costs for
other power output levels,
(4) Assumes zinc-oxygen batteries, using base cost of $60/KWH
derived for zinc-air cells (116). Costs were escalated by
a'factor of 5 to reflect aerospace qualification. Sequential
modular use of batteries was assumed, so costs rise linearly
with KWH requirements.
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APPENDIX 1
ANALYSIS OF LOW STORAGE TEMPERATURE SYSTEM
Low temperature storage is a potential design option for the
multiple reactant fuel cell power system. The minimum permissible
storage temperature is probably 40°C, set by the freezing point of the
aqueous potassium hydroxide electrolyte within the fuel cell alextrode
matrix. It was assumed that lower temperatures could seriously damage
the fuel cell. Also, Allis-Chalmers data showed that -40°C was the
minimum temperature that small,, but useful., power output could be obtained
from the fuel cell. Therefore, system design problemo were evaluated for
a dead-storage temperature of -40°C.
Storage at -40°C requires the use of auxiliary tankage containing
diluted, low freeze point reactants for startup. The modified Feed delivery
system is shown in Figure A-1. The auxiliary feed tanks would be filled
at launch. Upon'command in space, the startup feed valve would open and
liquid feed would be pumped to the reactor, generating hot product gases.
These gases would bypass the space radiator cooling system during the
startup mode. Instead, the gases would be passed through a heater located
within the main reactant storage tanks to melt the frozen contents.
Figure A-1
LOW TEMPERATURE START SYSTEM
IV
The availability of melted, concentrated feed would be sensed,
say by thermistors, thus opening the main feed valve. During steady
state operation with the main feed tankage, a timed bypass valve would
be opened to permit recharging of the auxiliary feed tank. At the same
time, a water diluent stream also would be added. These bypass streams
would be shut off when the auxiliary tank was fully charged.
The data shown in Figures A-2 and A-3 indicate that solutions
containing about 20-70 wt,
	 hydrazine and 40-70 wt.
	
hydrogen peroxide
will have freeze points below -40°C. Therefore, the flow rates of con-
centrated reactants and water into the auxiliary tankage must be adjusted
to provide mixtures within these ranges. It should be noted that peroxide
solutions can be subcooled as glasses to much lower temperatures than
indicated in Figure A-3. however, for design safety, the literature freeze
point data were used.
Figure A-2
HYDRAZINE SOLUTION FREEZE POINT DATA
8Figure A-3
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE SOLUTION FREEZE POINT DATA
20
Note: -Substantial sub cooling possible
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This system option was judged impractical for the following
reasons:
The piping and auxiliary tankage system are complex and would
decrease system reliability.
• A-source of water is required.	 The by-product water stream
from the hydrogen peroxide decomposition reactor could be
H used, but trace amounts of unreacted_hydrogen peroxide may be
present, particularly during start-up.	 Additional decomposition
catalyst beds, operating on the recovered water stream, would
be required to ensure an uncontaminated water supply. 	 The
presence of unreacted hydrogen peroxide in the dilute hydrazine
storage tank could be hazardous, to say the least. 	 Alternatively,
water could be recovered from the fuel call modules.	 This means
that the fuel cells would have to be operated as closed-cycle,
systems, complicating their design.'
61
• Simple heat balance calculations showed that transferring
sensible heat from the hot product gases to the main feed tank
would not provide melted concentrated feed at a sufficiently
fast rate to permit rapid startup. This means that the auxiliary
feed tanks would have to be large, thus increasing system weight.
in addition, the adiabatic decomposition temperatures of the
diluted feeds are low, particularly for hydrogen peroxides startup
feeds. The presence of heat transfer surface within the main
feed tanks would considerably increase the tankage design prob-
lem. Lastly, under zero G conditions, thermal convection gradients
would be missing in the molten reactant fluid adjacent to the
hot heat transfer surfaces (26). This means that the latent
heat of fusion would be supplied by a conduction mechanism, re-
quiring very high local. temperatures. In turn, excessive reactant
decomposition would occur if these hot spots persisted.
• Cold start data obtained with dilute fluids showed that active
catalysts are available for the hydrazine reactor, but the prob-
lem is more complex for hydrogen peroxide. Here, only silver
oxide appeared active at -40°C. Unfortunately, it, decomposes
at temperatures above about 200 °C, making it unsuitable for
steady state operation with 98 wt. % hydrogen peroxide feed.
Additional data are presented in Appendices 8 and 19.
• Although the entire system could be operated at -40 °C using
dilute fuels only, the weight penalty imposed by the excess
water content is enormous.
i
a
i
i
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IAPPENDIX 2
HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION DURING ONCE-THROUGH
AND RECYCLE OPERATION
High reactant utilization is essential for effective aerospace
fuel cell systems. Operation with dilute feeds will reduce the reactant
concentration within the fuel cell, The relationship between utilization
and concentration was calculated for typical once-through or recycle
operation of the hydrogen anode cavity, A basis of 1 mole hydrogen con-
sumed per unit time (C =l )
 referring to Figure A-4) was used for these
calculations.
Figure A-4
RECYCLE OPERATION
FRESH
FEED, F
	 INLET GAS, I
RECYCLE,	 CONSUMED
R
	 HYDROGEN, C
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The following definitions were used;
C
• Utilization, ly. N 
—X F
where X F w reactant content of feed, mole fraction
• Recycle ratio,
	
R (based on total molal flow)F
The corresponding total molal flow rates and hydrogen molal
flow rates for each of the streams in Figure A-4 are listed in Table
A-1. Appiopriate material balances were used to simplify the hydrogen
flow expressions.
Table A-1
Stream Flow Rates
Stream
Total Molal
Flow/Unit Time
Hydrogen Flow/
Unit Time(l)
Feed F	 CYXF
C	 1
T Y
Cell C	 I C-1
Effluent E	 R + F	 C X	 (1 + r)
R 14X—F
YX F
Recycle R X R )(
x
RIFR
R	 FInlet C+i= F+ R
	
R
ly X F + r
Purge P= F- C= C ll-rX'-- - 1 X R[lUX- 1
F
--I
An overall hydrogen balance yields:
1 + X
	
T.	
R Px 
F
or,
X  
C
FL1
1 - Txr.I	 ^91
The cell inlet composition is;
XR 
+ xF F	 Xkr + Xr
	
XI .	 R' 
R + F	 1 + r
The cell outlet C omposi tion 4S:
A.
X
	
X	 X	 Txr,	 V . XF ^' - \Y)
R	 (l -
 IfXrj	 1 - T x F
The average hydrogen composition within the cell is
x +XX
cell '	
2
Values of Xj ) XR and Rcell were computed for the expected
hydrogen feed content, XF = 0.667, as a function of Iyand r.
The results are listed in Table A-2.
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ITable A-2
Hydrogen Compositions in Recycle Operation
Hydrogen
Utilization
Recycle,
Ratio,
H dro en Composition, Mole Fraction
Inlet, Effluent Cell Average
Factor	 H r XT or Recycle, XR Xcell
0.80 0 0.667 0.286 0.476
1 0.476 0.381
2 0.413 0.350
3 0.381 0.334
4 0.362 0.324
5 0.350 0.318
6 0.340 0.313
0.85 0 0.667 0.231 0.449
1 0.449 0.340
2 0.376 0.303
3 0.340 0.285
4 0.31-8 0.274
5 0304 0.267
6 (,,,.293 0.262
0.90 0 0.667 0.150 0.409
1 0.409 0.280
2 0.322 0.236
3 0.279 0.215
4 0.254 0.202
5 0.236 0.193
6 0.224 0.187
0.95 0 0.667 0.091 0.379
1 0.379 0.235
2 0.283 0.187
3 0.235 0.163
4 0.206 0.148
5 0.187 0.139
6 0.173 0.132
1.00 0 0.667 0 0.3331 0.333 0.1672 0.222 0.111
3 0.167 0.084
4 0.133 0.066
x
. tee..
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APPENDIX 3
ELECTRODE PERFORMANCE WITH IMPURE HYDROGEN
Estimates of the effect of nitrogen diluent on hydrogen electrode
performance were made using methods described by Swinkels (24) and Austin
(27.	 Swinkels treated the pro'alem as linear back-diffusion of impurities
in the ,, ^,:l,ectrode pore against a flowing reactant stream, deriving the
following expression:
P (i) = P exp	 RTt
s	 o	 zF PT (dD
where: P s (i) - Impurity pressure in the gas at the gas-liquid interface
within the pore, atm
Po
 = Impurity pressure in the incoming gas, atm
i = Current density, amps/cm2
R = Gas constant, 82.1 cm3 atm/gm mole °K
T- =
 Absolute temperature, °K
r = Electrode tortuosity factor, dimensionless
t = Electrode thickness, cm
n =Reaction equivalents/mole
	
F	 Faraday's constant, 96,500 coulombs/eq
PT
 = Total pressure, atm
0 = Electrode porosity, dimensionless
D = Mutual diffusivity of 
H2 and N2 , cm2/sec
Typical values were assumed for these parameters in the proposed alkaline
electrolyte fuel cell using hydrazine decomposition products directly as
feed. These are listed below:
Po 0.680 atm, based on inlet gas at 30 psia_containing
0.333 mole fraction N2
i =0.1 amps/cm2, based on cell operation at 100 ma/cm2
T, 373°K, based on operation near 212°F (actually cells
should operate near 190°F)
r 2, assumed
t 0.015 cm, based on typical electrode thickness of 0.006
inches
n 2 for hydrogen oxidation
t^	 PT	 2.04 atm, based onoperation at 30 psia
	
Q1	 0.5, assumed
D = 0.627 cm2/sec calculated using the method of Bird (118)
4
kI
1.823
P DAB
	
2.745 x 10-
ti==cA
TP	
P	
1/3 ,i,	
T 
)5/12	 1	 + 1
	
1/2	 TT
cA
 c
B
	cA
CB
	
MA	 MB 	
cB
where: A = Hydrogen
B = Nitrogen
P=atm
T	 °K
M = Molecular weight, gms/mole
The following critical properties were used:
P^ , atm
H2 N2
12.8 33.5
Tc ,	 °K 33.3 126.2
LM, gms/mole 2 28
A value of Ps(i) = 0.68 atm was predicted. The corresponding
concentration polarization of the electrode during operation was 'calculated
to be 6 my nsing:
RT 
In	
PT
1
	 = nF	 PT Ps (i)
where	 R = Gas constant, 8.3 volt coulombs /mole °K
Recalculation for end-of-cell conditions, where the nitrogen partial
pressure may be as high as 0.9	 30	 _ 1.84 atm, gave only a 37 my
14.7
debit: If, in addition, a stagnant water vapor layer is assumed, equal to
the vapor pressure of water over the electrolyte at a cell operating
temperature of 190°F, a predicted debit of 40 my is calculated.'
The Austin analysis calculates the effect of inert gas content
on the predicted limiting current. The following form of the equation
was used, comparable to a corrected simple Wick's low expression:
n F Deff
L	 L	 Ci f	
l
rM	 L ;
68 -
^F
i,
effwhere. D	 - Effective diffu	 y
sivit = pfree
= Pora labyrinth factor = 0.1 (assumed)
L . Pore Length = 0.0254 cm (assumed equal to electrode
thickness of 0.01 inches)
Clb Bulk concentration of reactant, gm moles /cm3
P
YH2 T	 (.066) (2.04)	 4.4 x 10 -6 gm moles/cm. 3
RT	 (82.1) (373)
f = Correcting factor, a function of molar fracticl of inert
in bulk gas stream, C 2b IN = y.N 2" For y  2 = 0,934, f	 1.026.
Thus, (2) (96500)	 0.623
i.	 (.0254	
10	 (4.4 x 10 -6 ) (1.026)
L	 )
amp
 2
cm
2.14 amps/cm2 or 2140 ma/cm2
If the fuel cell is operated at 100 ma/cm2 , the resulting
concentration polarization, M , would be;
RT 1n
	
3.
nF	 iL-i
(8.3) (373)
	
2140	 3 my
(2) (96500) In 2140-100	 volts x 10	 v
=0.8mv
1
,w
i
P
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IAPPENDIX 4
FUEL CELL-REACTANT WEIGHT TRADE-OFF STUDIES
P-&* ,i.minary fuel cell-reactant weight trade-off studies were
conducted to select the type and number of Allis-Chalmers modules
required for the selected missions. Two approaches are possible. The
first consists of establishing the voltage- current density characteris-
tics of the Allis-Chalmers cells for each module type. Fuel cell, operating
points can be selected and appropriate cell, sizes calculated for the
desired module voltage and gross power output. Module weights are then
estimated by assuming that the specific weight characteristics of the
fuel cell will remain constant for each system type. This approach would
probably result in minimum system weight, but it involves a redesign and
construction of new cell stacks with different areas and numbers of cells.
This approach was dropped because, of the associated increase in develop-
ment costs.
The second approach consisted of using the Allis-Chalmers
modules as-is, with the performance data presented by Pl.atner (L2J.
Here, the number and type of modules per system can be varied within
limits. The resulting cell operating voltage will influence the reactant
storage requirements. Estimated reactant storage and tankage weights
were added to the module weight to obtain a rough approximation of the
system weight. Modules were selected to minimize this preliminary system
weight projection.
Initial estimates of reactant storage requirements were calcu-
lated from:
(60) 0 (MW	 ) ( + J e ) (l + 1)
Hydrazine Storage Weight, W  = 2 	 m	 feed	 s
T H ?H Z  (454) W f
where: MH = Hydrogen flow rate required to fuel cell, moles/min
2
60 ` Minutes/hr
8m = Mission on-load time, hrs
MW
f
feed Hydrazine molecular wt.	 32 gms/gm mole
(1 +As) = Storage stability factor with As = dead storage, time = 3
years `, and c = decomposition rate
	
0.01. Entire
factor	 1.01	 3
(1 +) _ (Weight tankage and fuel) /wt. fuel stored	 1.2
TH = Hydrogen utilization factor	 1.0
i
r
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Hydrogen yield factor = 0.948 (assuming 0.98 for conversion
efficiency and 0.967 for diffuser recovery factor)
z H = 2 moles H2/mole  N2H4
454 = gms/lb
W f = Weight fraction N 2 H4 in feed = 1.0.
C = Tankage expulsion efficiency = 0.95.
Substitution of these factors gives:
W	 2.846 M 9, lbs
—H 2 M
Similarly, the value for hydrogen peroxide is:
WP = (0
 - 5 MR 
2) 
(60) (0 M) MW( f e e d) ( + S 9 )s (I + !T)
To h zo (454) Wf (0	
lbs
where-, 0.5A H = Oxygen flow rate, moles/min
2
(MW) feed = 34 gms/gm mole
i + do = 1.01 (assumed)s
c
1 + 	 1.2 (assumed)
=TO 1.0
0 = 1.0
Z = 0.5 mole 0 /mole 92020	 2
Wf = 0.98 (98 wt. % H 02 2)
0.95
Therefore: WP	 5.850 AH 0	 lbsM2
Summing:
Reactant Storage Weight, W	 W + Wp 8.696 MH Om
mS	 2
Values of
H
 can be calculated from:
2
moles H 2	 (1 + 77) PN	 (60)	 P14	 -4	 N
H	 min	 E	 (96500) (2)	
3.42 x 10	
E
c2	 C
71
Iwhere t	 JT = Parasitic power factor	 0.1.
P  = Net system power output, watts.
60 = Seconds/min.
E c = Fuel cell voltage.
9650 = Coulombs /eq.
2 = Equivalent;,/mole .
Thus: P
Wg	 8b96 (3._42 x 104) 
EN 
9m' lbs
c
Now, for every combination of power output, PN, and mission
on-load time, 9 , the value of WS depends on fuel cell voltage, Ec.
The 50-60 day performance data for-Allis-Chalmers modules were used
to estimate Ec (12 . These calculations are summarized in Table A-3.
An asterisk denotes lowest system projected weight.
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APPENDIX 5
REACTANT RADIOLYSIS YIELDS
Reactant radiolysis yields were estimated, assuming the 'presence
of alpha-emitting plutonium 238 radioisotope heating elements. The radia-
tion level at a distance of 6 inches from a 6 gm sour ge of Pu238 is about
2.5 mr /hr (private communication from Mr. Harold Coleman, Marketing Manager,
Nuclear Products Department, Monsanto Company, Dayton, Ohio). The radiolysis
yield,GN2H40 for hydrazine is about 5.2 molecules decomposed/100 ev absorbed(35	 For a ml.s;,i.on lasting 3 years, or 2.6 x 104 hours, the weight of
decomposed hydrazine is trivial.
W, gm N 
2 H 4 
decomposed
32 Rms 
x	
1 gm mole	 x 5.2 mol N 2H 4 x 6.24 x 1013 ev
gm mol	 6.02 x 10 23 mot	 ev absorbed	 r
x 2..5 x 10 
3 hr x 2.64 x 10 4 hrs = 11 x 10_ 6
 gms
I
Similarly, the radiolysis yield for hydrogen peroxide, GH 2O 2 , is
onl y
 1:3.4 (92` , even if complete efficiency is assumed. Again., the decomposed
peroxide weight is very small.
I
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APPENDIX 6
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE-MODERATED HYDRAZINE RE-ACTOR
Preliminary in-house data indicated that hydrazine might
decompose selectively to hydrogen and nitrogen at low temperature in the
presence of potassium hydroxide moderator. Therefore, this approach was
evaluated briefly, using the apparatus shown in Figure A-5• Neat hydrazine
feed was injected into a recirculating 35 wt. Co potassium hydroxide solu-
tion and passed through a 9 nun I.D. Vycor reactor containing 15 gms of
Esso 104 catalyst.
Figure A-5
POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE - MODERATED SYSTEM
PRODUCT GAS
TO ANAL YS IS
SETTLER
N H2 4	 REACTORFEED
TANK RIiCYCLE
COOLER
T
FEED
PUMP	 KOHRECYCLE
PUMP
Although the data in Table A-4 show that initial selectivity was
good, continued operation resulted in much poorer selectivity, Evidently,
the release of ammonia product was suppressed Initially as the circulating
solution became saturated with dissolved ammonia. Although data are
lacking for caustic solutions, the solubility of ammonia in water is quite
high. Furthermore, the desorption rate of ammonia may be slow.
Closer inspection of the data shows that the apparent decom-
position mechanism shifted to the following overall stoichiometry:
N 2H4 	 NH3 + 1/2 N 2 + 1/2 H2
Thus, eqoj.molal amounts of nitrogen and hydrogen are obtained in the
product. Clearly, this low temperature approach will not give the required
high hydrogen yields.
Table A-4
Hydrazine Decomposition with
Potassium Hydroxide Moderator
Run No.
N2114 Feed
Rate	 cc/min
-
Rate,
KOH Recycle
cc/min(l)
Reactor
Temp.,
O C(2)
Gas Product
Make, cc/min
@ STP
Gas Analysis,
Vol. %
Na- N 9 H2
1,32-1 1 100 30 68
169.4
1,-4 47.4 51.2
132-2 1 25 99 1,025 15,0 15.6
I
A
ii 	 (1) 35 wt. % KOH, liquid holdup volume = 140 cc.
(2) 15 gms Esso 104 catalyst charge. A IM N2H4 in 35 wt. % KOH solution
was used to evaluate catalyst activity. Some gas evolution was noted
at -40 *C and moderate gas evolution was obtained at +25°C with the
following catalysts: Esso 104, Shell 405, Raney cobalt. The test
solution  W=0clear
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APPENDIX 7
HYDRAZINE DECOMPOSITION REACTOR ASSEMBLY
The hydrazine decomposition runs were carried out using the
assembly shown in Figure A-6. A graduated delivery funnel was used as feed
tank. Initial rune were made with a Ruliler diaphragm pump controlled by
a Flex-o-pulse timer. This resulted in unstable reactor performance, caused
by discrete feed pulaing. Later runs were conducted with an argon pressurant
.
	
	
driving gas to provide smooth feed flow. A small, tantalum float rotameter
was used to measure flow rate. The reactor consisted of Vycor tubes with
diameters ranging from 6 to 25mm I.D. and varying length. Temperatures were
measured with two thermocouples, placed at either end of the catalyst bed.
Initially, a wide tube feed line was used, together with an inert, packed
zone prior to the catalyst bed. Zhis construction resulted in burn-back,
as the decomposition flame front receded into the feed tube. This was cor-
rected by switching to capillary feed lines and removing the inert packing
zone by extending the active catalyst bed directly to the feed line entrance
A tantalum screen was used to contain the catalyst charge.
The hot off-gases were cooled and passed through a helium-filled.
sample bomb prior to metering, Pr mol, D oil, pre-saturated with ammonia,
was used as working fluid in the wet test meter. Sample analysis was conducted
in a gas chromatographic train, using polyethylene-imine on Poropak Q packing
to separate ammonia and nitrogen.. Helium was used as carrier gas, An inde-
pendent GC analysis, using molecular sieve packing, was made for hydrogen,
The GC units were calibrated immediately before use.
The catalyst charge consisted of uniform loadings of Esso 104 cata-
lyst or composite loadings of Esso 104 and/or Shell 405 hydrazine catalyst, to-
gether with Girdler G-47 or Haldor-Topsoe KM-lR ammonia decomposition cata-
lysts, as noted in Appendix 8. Whcn required, ammonia catalyst acti,viation
was carried out in-situ, using the procedures described in Appendix 9.
The entire assembly, from feed tank to reactor effluent Line was
mounted within a large cold box, pre-chilled before attempting low-temperature
start-up from -40°C to +5°C. Initial cold runs were made with a cooling bath
jacket adjacent to the reactor walls. Heat abstraction rates were very
high, resulting in complete reaction quenching, and no auto-ignition.
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APPENDIX 8
HYDRAZINE DROOMPOSITION DATA
F:
Reactor
°C( 2 )
i'ruu',^L U,. , Comp,.
Run No. Ambient Feed N2114 Space Tomp . Gas Yield,	 Vol. N113
Inlet Outlet409- Temp.	 C Composition Veloc.	 WHSV(1 ) 1/min @ STp	NH311	 _N2 Decom .
	 X
85-1 25 N2H4 2..4 704 66 0.84 46.9 28,4 24.7 0,29
2 3.4 788 154 1.00 50.4 25.0 24,6 0.25
3 4.2 810 216 1.46 35.8 36,4 27.8 0.40
4 5.6 827 321 2.09 40,8 34.2 25.0 0136
5 8,4 843 432 2.35 23.8 48.7 27.5 0.58
6 1112 860 482 1.99 20.6 53.2 26.2 0,63
7 1 16.9 821 540 1.66 16.4 54.9 28.7 0.69
88-1 25 N2H4 2.4 777 67 0.76 47.8 25.7 26.5 0.262 3.4 816 122 1.19 34.5 38.3 27.2 0.42
3 4.2 821 174 1.54 25.9 40.5 33.6 0.51
4 5.6 860 288 2.32 23.9 43,1. 33.0 0.55
5 8,4 793 371 3.61 24,8 40.2 35.0 0.52
6 11.2 827 443 4.80 19.3 46.4 34.8 0.62
7 16.9 821 521 7.16 14.2 50.9 34.9 0.70
91-1 25 N2H4 4.5 677 221 0.84 45.6 22.4 32.0 0.25
2 6.3 760 327 1.20 31.7 39.0 29.3 0.39
3 7.9 749 468 1.53 36.8 35.0 28.2 0.39
4 10.5(3) 777 521 2.29 31.2 41,6 27.2 0.47
5 7.0 732 354 1.52 36.5 35.9 27.6 0.40
6 9.0 749 466 1.55 36.7 34.7 28.6 0.39
7 5.2 704 318 0.99 49.2 26.8 24.0 0.27
96-1 25 N2H4 4.5 732 266 0.98 36.5 34.9 28,6 0.39
2 6.3 766 332 1.44 30,8 36.6 32.6 0;44
3 7.9 780 366 1.94 22.4 45,1 32.5 0.57
4 10.5 793 471 2.54 24.0 44,0 32.0 0.55
5 7.0 804 360 1.42 32.8 38.0 29.2 0.44
6 9.2 816 438 1.95 29.0 42.0 29.0 0.49
99-1 25 N2H4 4.9 260 154 0.83 56.8 17.2 26.0 0.17
2 6.9 260 265 1119 52.7 22.3 25.0 0.22
3 8.6 N.A. 329 1.50 50.3 24.7 24.8 0.25
4 11.5 N.A. 382 2.23 36.6 35.0 28.4 0.39
5 17.2 N.A. 488 3.66 27.9 41.8 30.3 0.50
6 34.4(3) N.A. 588 6.49 19.8 47.7 32.5 0.62
7 9.6 N.A. 282 1.59 37.8 35.2 27.0 0.38
115-1 25 N H, 1.3 620 25 0.67 61.7 16.4 21.9 0.14
2 25 N2H4 7.8 107 350 6.66 12.2 57.2 30.6 0.76
116-1 25 N2H4 8.4 108 418 7.70 7.3 62.1 30.5 0.85
2 25 N2H4 2.4 660 220 1.77 29.4 44.3 26.3 0.48
119-1 -40(4) N21W H2O N.A. -40 -40 None -- -- -- --
127-1
-40 N2H4-H2O N.A. 286(5) 78 1.17 62.0 14.0 24.0 0.14
2 -40 N2H4-H2O N.A. 204 232 1.33 64.0 12.0 24.0 0.12
129-1 5 N2H4 3.9 688 46 3.27 7.1 59.4 33.5 0.85
130-1 5 N2H4 45 704 204 3.85 8.0 59.4 32.6 0,83
.i`	 (1) WHSV = gms N2H4/gm Cat-hr, based on total catalyst loading.
	
Details of reactor catalyst charge are listed
in Table A-5.
(2) As recorded at end of run.
	 Considerable variation observedduring run.
I 	 (3) Breakthrough observed.
(4) Obtained with cold fluid ,jacket adjacent to ,reactor wall.	 Subsequent cold start runs made in pr^^ch'illed
refrigerator,
(5)_ Temperature history during start-up listed in Table A-6.
}
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APIENDIX 8 (CONT'D
HYDRAZINE DECOMPOSITION DATA
Table A-5
Reactor Details
Run No.	 Reactor	 Catal st,Char e(l) (3'4)409-	 I.D.	 nun	 T^..	 Wight,	 ms	 Length, mm	 Remarks
69	 9	 Esso 1.04	 18.0	 140
70	 4	 Esso 104	 7.5	 N.A.
73	 25	 Esso 104	 40.0	 35	 Backburn
74 0 77	 9	 Esso 104	 15.9	 140
79	 9	 Esso 104	 8.0	 72.5
84	 13	 Esso 104	 31.4	 140	 Backburn-
85	 9	 Esso 104	 15.1	 140	 Commenceformal rung.
88	 9	 Esso 104
	
15.1	 140
91, 96	 9	 Esso 104	 8.1	 75
99	 6	 Esso 104	 7.4	 ''	 140
103
	
4
	
Esso 104
	
3.0(?)
	
1,40	 10-20 mesh Cat; highAP.
115, 116	 9	 Shell 4050)	 .
and 119	 Esso 104(b)	
:4 . 0 6
.0
Girdler G-47( b )	 .31	 140	 8-9 mesh.-
Girdler G -47 (e) 	 N.A.	 8-9 mesh; high OP.
129
	 9
	
S e t	 0	 __N.A._mesh.
and 130	 Shell 405(b)
	
5.0
	
N.A.	 30 mesh.
H.T. KM-1R4 b )	 5.0	 N.A.	 8-9 mesh.
.
(1) For combination reactors: (a) = inlet bed, (b) = center bed, and (c) = outlet
bed. Catalyst particle size was 1/8" pill, except as noted.
(2) Apparent bulk densities:
Esso 104
	
ca. 1.80 gm/cc	 Girdler G-47
	
1.22 gm/cc	 -
Shell 405
	 1.44 gm/cc	 Haldor Topsoe KM-lR	 1.72 gm/cc
(3) Runs 69-84 were preliminary shakedown runs using uninsulated reactors. The
GC analytical train was not operative.
(4) Pulse feed used for Runs 69 -103. Argon pressurant feed system used for
Runs 115-130.
r^
_j
80
Al
H.T. KM- 1R (c) 1..1..7. N.A. 8-9 mesh.
sAPPENDIX 8 (CONT'D)
HYDRAZINE DECOMPOSITION DATA
Table A-6
Start-up Characteristics o, Run 127-1
Time After
Start-up, min
Reactor Tem .
	 °C
Inlet Outlet
0 -40 -40
1 204 --
2 232 -4
4 266 --
4.5 271 71
5 271 --
6 277 77
7 277 78
15 282 78
22 286 78
i
I ^ ^
I '
w
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IAPPENDIX 9
AMMONIA DECOMPOSITION REACTOR ASSEMBLY
Ammonia decomposition runs were conducted in the assembly
shown in Figure A-7. A 9 mm I.D. Vycor reactor was used, mounted in a
temperature-controlled electric furnace. Within the reactor, the active
catalyst bed was preceded by an inert bead preheating zone. Space
limit?tions permitted the insertion of only one thermocouple, which was 	 h^
located within the ammonia decomposition catalyst bed.
As-received catalysts were charged and activated (reduced) in
situ using high flow rates of pure hydrogen to reduce the partial pressure
of water over the catalyst. Following activation, feed gases of varying
composition were metered into the reactor. The assembly construction
downstream from the reactor and the analytical procedures used are identical
with those describ ed in Appendix 7.
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APPENDIX 10 (CONT'D.)
AMMONIA DECOMPOSITION DATA AND ANALYSIS
The ammonia decomposition data were analyzed using the con-
ventional Temkin-Pyzhev equation:
d PNH3 	PNH3 a
NH3 Decomposition Rate, r
	 d9	 = k	 b	 (1)
PH
' 	 2
where: k = Rate constant
PNH PH 	Partial pressure of ammonia and hydrogen, atm.
3	 2
A = Time
	
a, b	 Experimental coeff icients ( theoretical values also available)
This rate expression was incorporated into an integral reactor design
equation;
dPNH	 k PNHa
_	 3	 dx
	
3) _
	(2)
dA	 d (VR/FA )	 ^PH b
a	 2_
where V  = Catalyst bed volume, cc
hI
APPENDIX 10 t0ON-' 0.5
AMMONIA DECOMPOSITION DATA AND ANALYSTS
At any time	 PNH3 = Y14H3 7T T
PH x
2 
Y  
2 
T T
YN2 = 1-YNH3-YH2
where; Y = composition, mole fraction
7T = total pressure, atm	 w
By material balance;
NH3	--- 0 0.5 N 2 +	 1.5 H
Value of Integrat,
a = 0.9 a	 0.72
X b = 1.50 b	 0.35
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.2 0.50 0.69
0.4 1.20 1.54
0.6 2.26 2.70
0.8 4.23 4.51
0.9 6.16 6.04
0.95 8.00 7.32
0.97 9.25 8.10
0.99 12-10 9.69
APPENDIX 10 (('.ONTD.)-
MKONIA DECMIPOSITION DATA AND ANALYSIS
where (Y do W Feed gas composition
X x Overall ammonia conversion
Values of a and b, available from the literature for various
catalysts, are shown below (44, 54).
Catal st a b
Unpromoted Iron (G-47)
Doubly Promoted Iron
1	 -
0.9
0.72
I
1.50
0.35
I
Values of k were calculated for the Girdler G-47 catalyst data
using Equation (6). These are tabulated in this Appendix. For the
reactor design cases, values of k were first calculated from literature
data on doubly-promoted catalysts. Then Equation (6) was used to predict
Vrl the catalyst bed volume. The "feed" composition for these calculations
was assumed equivalent to the hydrazine decomposition reactor effluent,
at a design value of fractional ammonia conversion, x = 0.7. For this
condition, the following ammonia decomposition, inlet feed gas composition
is obtained.
Component Mole Fraction,	 (Yi)o
NH3 0.154
N2 0.308
H2 0.538
Graphically computed,values of the left-hand side of Equation
(6), using the design inlet feed composition, are presented below for the
two catalyst cases.
8 7
APPENDIX 11
REACTANT FLOW RATE CALCULATION
Reactant flow rate requirements were calc4ated using the
following equations:
1 mol N 2H4 32 gms N 2 H 4 8m8Hydrazine Flow Rate, W 
N 11 
NX M H
	 -i-	
dv	
O
2 4
	
2	 4YU	 mol H 2
	
mol N 2H 4	 min
where: MH 2 = Hydrogen consumption in fuel cello gm moles H2/min
TH 0 Hydrogen utilization factor 1.0
d/H - Hydrogen generator yield, traction of theory
=reactor 6y diffuser - (0'98) (0-967) - 0.948
and,
gm ml H 
	
(1 +M P N watts I volt amg I coulomb 60 sec	 1 eq
I
M H 2 min	 E c volts	 watt	 X amp sec N min X 96500 coul.
or	
-4
2
M H = 3.42 x 10
I gm mo 1 112
X	 2 eq
P 
N
E
c
where: T = Parasitic power factors = 0.1
P = Net power output, watts
N
Ec = Fuel cell design voltage (See Appendix 4.)
The Allis-Chalmers modules were assumed to operate with infrequent
purging, so that hydrogen utilizationo YH = 16 Also, the coulombic efficiency
was assumed to be unity, with no unwanted side reactions. The design reactor
yield ;,actor, evreact , was selected as 0.98 to permit reasonable sizing of
the ammoitia decompoiffion catalyst requirements. The design diffuser yield
factoro	 was calculated as 0.967, based on the anal sis inOYft!fuf%r	 y'
Appendix
	
g overall parasitic power factor,7r, was assumed to be 0.1,
more than twice that required for the fuel cell operation. Platner states
that	 0.01-0.015 for the Allis-Chalmers radiation and liquid-cooled modules
12J .
The corresponding expression for hydrogen peroxide solution flow
rate is:
Mission On-Load
Net Power
Output, P NO
Fuel Cell
System
Reactant Flow Rates, Gms/Min
TY-4razine, 987o Hydrazine
Time	 Gm, Hrs Watts 1)Volta e( 1 ) WN2114 Peroxide, WH202
100 200 0.893 1.29 2.65
500 0.875 3.30 6.75
1000 0.987 5.85 11.98
5000 0.873 33.1 67.5
1000 200 0.936 1.23 2.53
500 1.003 2.88 5.90
1000 0.987 5,85 11.98
5000 0.977 29.6 60.5
L
(1) Based on 50-60 day performance values. (See Appendix 4.)
1	 1	
1 mol It 2 0 2Hydrogen Peroxide Flow Rate, W H 0 gm/min a k0 2
 , T
O X __ x 
5 mol 02 2	 ^ 0 0-2
1 am Sol.
xWf gm R 202
gm mot 0 2
where: MO2 w Oxygen consumption in fuel cell = 0.5	
min11 0 w Oxygen utilization factor = 1.0je o - Oxygen generator yield, fraction of theory 1.0
W f m 0.98, assuming 98 wt. % H 20 2  feed
The calculated reactant flow rates are tabulated below.
01
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IAPPENDIX 12
REACTANT STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
Reactant storage requirements were estimated using the follow-
ing general expression;
W	 lbs = W ms x 60 min x Am hrs x 1 x (1 +j 9) x 1 lb
Reactant,
	
min	 hr	 '	 if	 s	 454 gms
where: W = Reactant design flow rate, min (See Appendix 11.)	
n
8m = Mission on-load time, hrs
1° = Tankage expulsion efficiency
45 = Storage stability factor
0 s = Dead -storage time, yrs
Bladder-expulsion and capillary-action tanks were -considered.
The expulsion efficiency, e, of bladder tanks was taken as 0.98 (93 .
The value for capillary tanks was assumed, arbitrarily, to be somewhat
less, 0.95. A conservative storage stability factor, j = 0.062, was
used, equivalent to 2% decomposition/yr. This exceeds the values noted
in the text in Figures 11 and 22 for hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide,
but agrees with previous design experience Qj) The reactant storage
requirements are tabulated below.
Mission Reactant Stora e. 	 Lbs
Bladder Tankage Ca illar -Action TankageOn-Load Net Power:
98% Hydrogen 98% HydrogenTime, Output, PN,
em, Hrs Watts Hydrazine Peroxide H drazine Peroxide
100 200 18.4 37.9 19.0 39.1
500 47.2 96.5 48.8 99.5
1000 85.6 171 86.5 177
5000 473 965 489 998
1000 200 176 362 182 374
500 412 843 425 872
1000 837 1713 865 1771
5000 4233 8652 4377 8941
.!
I
I
I
l
I
i
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APPENDIX 13
TANKAGE WEIGHT ESTIMATES
This appendix describes the procedures used to estimate
tankage weights. Spherical tank shape was assumed throughout.
Reactant Tankage Weights
Reactant tank weights were estimated using the following
procedures. For bladder-expulsion tanks:
(1 + u) WR	 3
1. Reactant volume, V =
	
	 (62.4) ' ft
R
where: u Ullage factors to accommodate thermal expansion
WR = Reactant storage weight (See Appendix 12.)
T	 Reactant specific gravity at 25°C initial fill
temperature; 0"N H = 1.004, 0-	 H 0	 1.432.2 4	 2 2
V	
1/3
2. Bladder inner radius, ri
	 (Z189)
	
' ft
B
tB
3. Average bladder radius, rB = r	 +i 	 2B
where:* tB = Bladder thickness, assumed =.0.00083 ft (0.010 inch)
4. Bladder material volume, VB	 4'r( rB 2 t, ft3
5. Bladder weight, WB = P B VB , lbs
where:
	
B	
Bladder density, 137.3 lbs/ft 3 for Teflon (98% H2O 2)
or 56.2 lbs/ft3 for butyl rubber (N H,)2 4
6. Tank inner radius, r i	rl + tB + 0.02083, ft
y	 T	 B
where: 0.02083 = Circumferential elegance space for bladder retaining
screens (0.25 inches)
C
z
i
t
i
3
1
^	 - 91 —
a	 _
7. Average tank ra,.I ius, iT = r
	
+ LLT
	
i T
	
2
where: t T = tank thickness, assumed = 0,00416 ft (0.050 inches)
2
8. Tank wall volume, VT 4 VI r 
T 
t T,
9. Tank wall weight, WT
	
T VT,
where: P T = Tank material density, 169.3 lbs/ft 3 for 1060 Al(98% H 2 0 2 ) or 276.5 lbs/ft 3 for 6A1-4V titanium
(N2114)
10. Total weight, W = W B + WT , lbs
Weights were not estimated for the metallic internals of the bladder
tanks.
A similar procedure was used for estimating the weight of
oapilLary-action tanks, using the symbols defined above:
V 
R	 R— , ft 3f 9
R
- (6Y.4)
TI
-I L
—re: f = Fill factor or fraction of tank initially filled,
assumed = 0.98 (allowance for thermal expansion)
1/3V2. R	 ft4	 9T (1.18)
t T
3. r	 r	 ft
T	 iT	 2
where: t
T
Tank thickness, assumed
	 0.00416 ft (0-050 inches)
24. V	 4'F1 r
T t
	
ft 3T_ 
T
5.
WT	 T VT
 lbsC
6. Total weight, W	 (I + i) WT
where: i	 Internals weight factor for capillary array 	 0.05,
assumed
92
ATypical tankage weights are listed below. The capillary action
tanks were selected on the basis of slightly lower weight and ease of
venting. Weights for all missions were obtained from a graph of log
(tank weight) versus log (reactant weight). A complete listing of
capillary-action tank weight is given in Phase 5, Table 6
ap
Net
Mission Power Weight S mmar y , Lbs
Bladder Tanks Capillari Tanks	
-On-Load
Time,
Output,
PN, N2H4 98% H2O2 N2H4 98% H20!2
om , Hrs Watts Reactant Tank eactant Tank Reactant Tank Reactant -Tank
100
1
200 18.4 2.9 37.9 2.5 19.0 2.7 39.1 2.1
100 5000 473 23.8 965 20.5 489 23.3 99.8 18.1
1000 1 5000 1 4233 100.9 8652	 187.2 4377	 1100-61 8941 78.1
The effect of reactant thermal expansion at 40°C was checked.
The capillary action tanks were sufficiently oversized to accommodate the
expansion from 25°C, even if constant tank volume is assumed. Allowable
internal pressures were calculated for the largest tanks using a 25°C
working stress of 128,000 psi for titanium and 18,000 psi for aluminum,
with wall thickness = 0.05 inches (68, 79). Permissible pressures are
415 psi for the hydrazine tank and about 52 psi for the 98 wt; %
hydrogen peroxide. These are within acceptable centerline design
limits.
Product Accumulation Tanks
The hydrogen and oxygen product accumulation tanks were sized
1	 to deliver fuel cell feed for the design start-up period of 15 minutes.
The perfect gas equation was used;
aRT	 3VAT	
P	
f t
where; VAT -- Accumulation tank volume, ft3
n = Lb moles gas stored M 15 , where M gm moles gas
w 454
required/min (See Appendix 11.),
R =Gas constant, 10.71 psi ft3/ lb mole, °R
k	 T = Fill temperature
	 610°R (150°F)
P = Fill pressure
	 30 psia for H2 , 150 psi for 02
I
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Tank weights were estimated from;
2
	
tT
wAT = 4	 rT	 T, lbs
where; WAT Tank weight, lbs
tT = Tank thickness = 0.05 inches
1/3
r = Average tank radius = VA—T --	 + 1 tT,
 ftT	 4.189	 2 i2
fT = Wall material density 500.4 lbs/ft 3
 for stainless
steel
Tank weights were calculated for contained volumes ranging from 0.01 to
100 ft3
 and plotted on log-log graph paper to permit interpolation.
The specific values of accumulator tank weight for each mission are
listed in Phase 5, Table 6
Nitrogen Press^a_rant Tank
The nitrogen pressurant tank was sized to provide sufficient
gas to expel the contents of the hydrazine feed ,,ank:
	
VNT	 1.1 VN H24
where: V = Volume of nitrogen tank contents, ft (filled at 450 psia,
NT	
:150°F)
V N 2 H 4 = Volume of hydrazine storage tank, ft  (assumed at 40 psia,40 °F)
4.189 r 1 3
_T
Insertion of the appropriate temperatures and pressures yields;
VNT 0.119 V^
z4
The capillary tankage case was chosen to estimate VH 2H4 . Again,
spherical stainless steel tanks, wish  0.05 inch wall thickness, were
used to contain the pressurant. Tank weights were calculated.for a
number of missions and a graph of log (pressurant tank weight) versus
log (hydrazine reactant storage weight) was used to estimate interpolated
values for the remaining missions. Final estimates of pressurant tank
weights are listed in Phase 5, Table G.
Miscellaneous Tankage and System
Hardware and Control Circuitry
Only rough estimates were made for the tankage connections,
pressure regulators, flow lines, vent valves, etc. It was assumed
that the 200 watt system would require 10 lbs of miscellaneous hardware
and about 2 lbs of control circuitry. Corresponding values for the
5000 watt system were 20 and 3 lbs respectively. Straight -line interpola-
tions were used for intermediate power levels.
i
I
S
}
I
}
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APPENDIX 14
INTEGRAL REACTOR DESIGN
An integrated reactor design, similar to those illustrated in
Phase 3, Figures 18 and 19, was used for the gas generator subsystems.
This appendix discusses the procedures used to estimate the catalyst
weight requirements and the reactor weights.
Catalyst Weight Requirements
Experimental data showed that complete hyd=°.izine decomposition
could be accomplished with Esso 104 :r Shell 405 catalyst at a space
velocity of 15 gms N2H4/hr gm cat or 0.25 gms N 2H4/min gm cat. Thus,
the weight of hydrazine decomposition catalyst can be calculated directly
from the appropriate system feed rate.
The weight of ammonia decomposition catalyst was calculated
assuming a fractional ammonia conversion of X = 0.98. The ammonia unit
feed composition and design procedure were discussed in Appendix 10.
The final design assumed that an active decomposition catalyst, similar
to that of Takezawa (54) would be used. As noted earlier, catalyst
weight requirements critically depend on the average bed temperature.
It was assumed that the bed temperature could be maintained at 500°C.
Atmospheric pressure rate data were the only data available for these
calculations, even though the proposed reactor operating pressure is
500 psi. The decomposition reaction may be inhibited or acceierated at
high pressure, depending on the values of the exponents "a" and 'gib"
in the Temkin-Pyzchev rate equation discussed in Appendix 10 Addi-
tional data are needed to define this effect firmly.
The hydrogen peroxide decomposition catalyst requirements
were defined using a design flow rate of l gm (neat) H2O2/min gm
cat. The catalyst requirements for all subsystems were low, as shown
below. No debit was taken for potential.` catalyst deactivation during
V,
Simplified trade-off studies were made to determine the minimum
reactor wall weight as a function of cylindrical tube diameter and length.
The Lame equation was used to determine the required wall thickness;
PD
tR 2SE
where: t  = wall thickness, in.
P = working pressure = 500 psi
D = reactor inner diameter, in.
S - allowable stress at 2000°F = 1800 psi for cast
ACi-type HK stainless steel, (68) 	 Density =
0.286 lbs/in.3
E longitudinal weld efficiency , factor = 1.0
External, insulation requirements were calculated to limit heat
Losses from the reactor. The heat load was assumed equal to the enthalpy
difference of the outboard peroxide decomposition products between the
adiabatic reaction temperature, 1.749°F,and the design product outlet tem-
perature, 1500°F. Mean specific heat values of 0.572 and 0.265 BTU/lb °F
were used for water vapor and oxygen, respectively. The LMat flux was
equal to the load divided by the outer shell area. A Min K insulation
was selected with an effective thermal conductivity of 0.25 BTU-inch
hr f
and density of 20 lbs/ft3 (80). Insulation thickness was calculated
84	 ifor the cylindrieal geometry reactors (E) 40 ng.
Reactor Size
Catal st Volumes	 CCU)
N2H4 NH3 98% H202
Smallest (100 hrs @ 200 watts) ( 2 )(3) 3.6 17.4 1.7Largest (100- hrs @ 5000 watts) 92 453 42.2
I
Decom osition Catalyst Require ents
	 ms
Ammonia @(2)Net Power
Minimum On-Load
_Time	 8m	 Hrs
Output, PW,
Watts H drazine (l) Indicated Tem . °C 98 Wt.% Hydro enPeroxide (31500	 600	 700
i
100 200 5.2 30 5 -- 2.6
500 13.2 78 13 - 6.6
1000 23.4 138 22 11.7
5000 132.4 780 126 -- 66.3
1000 200 4.9 29 5 1 2,.5
500 11.5 68 11 3 5.8
1000 23.4 138 22 .5 11.7
5000 118 698 117 27 59.3
(1) Esso 104_ or Shell 405 catalyst'
(2) Haldor Topsoe KM-IR catalyst with activity and kinetics assumed equal, to
Takezawa catalyst (54).
(3) I-6A catalyst.
Reactor Weight Estimates
Reactor weight estimates were made assuming a concentric place-
ment of catalyst beds, as shown for the integral reactor in Phase 3,
Figure 18. An outboard envelope contained the peroxide decomposition cata-
lyst. The required catalyst volumes are listed below:
SReactor Com onentt Wei ht
	
Lbs
Smallest Largest
100 hrs @ 200 Watts 100 hr @ 5000 W
0.08 2.16
1.45 5.55
1.72 0.32
3.25 8.03
0 1
. 66
3.9 9.6
Comaonent
Total Catalyst Charge
Reactor Wall
Insulation
Sub Total
Fittings and Contingency @ 20%
Final Total,
Reactor weights. for intermediate sizes were estimated by inter-
polation, using a graph of log (Reactor Weight) versus .log (Hydrazine Flow
Rata). Final weights are listed in Phase S, Table 6.
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APPENDIX 15
FEED PUMP SELECTION
A detailed search for appropriate feed pumps was not con-
ducted. However, a number of pumps look attractive. These include;
* Conelec, Inc. electrojector pump having a discharge pressure
of 350 prig. The pump consumes 20 watts parasitic power
(12-14 v DC), Weight was not specified.
• Ryvon, International Co. micropump, having discharge pressures
as high as 1500 prig for flows up to 10-60 liters/hr.
I	 i
• 'Volkswagen fuel injector pumps.
• Vickers subminiature vane pump cartridges, operable at
50-1500 psig discharge with flows ranging from 0.1 - 0.3 gpm.
These pumps have operated for 1000 hrs and are only 0675 in.
in diameter.
It was assumed that an.adequate pump would weigh about 2 lbs
for 200-500 watt units, 3 lbs for 1000 watt unit and 4 lbs for the 5000
watt unit. The parasitic power estimates calculated from incompressible
fluid pump work equations were trival. These calculations were made
using a volumetric efficiency -- 0.9 and mechanical efficiency a 0.67
for the pumps. The conservative assumed parasitic power factor,'Tm 0-1t
should provide adequate design flexibility.
-I
APPENDIX 16
PALLADIUM DIFFUSER DESIGN
The simplified method of Hunter QI) was used to size the
palladium diffuser units, The required recovery rate of pure hydrogen
product was calculated from,-
RM moles 60 min I lb mole	 359 SCFRequired Hydrogen Flow, 
W112 n M112  min	 hr	 454 gm mole ' lb
-- 
mole' 
SCE
gm moles 11,2
where: M H2 = Fuel Cell Hydrogen Flow Requirement, 	
min	 (See Appendix 11.)
Design conditions for the diffuser were:
Inlet Stream:	 Temperature = 800*F
Total pressure w 480 psia
Hydrogen content - 0.666 (mole fraction)
Hydrogen partial pressure = (0.666) (480) 	 319 psis
Pare Hydrogen Product: Pressure = 30 psis
Hydrogen Content - 1.0 (mole fraction)
Hydrogen partial pressure m 30 Asia
Bleed Purge Product:	 Pressure = 480 psia
Hydrogen content 0.065 (minimum to provide a
positive partial pressure driving force across
Pd membrane)
With these conditions, the hydrogen recovery factor, diffuser=
— = 9660., where (I +(I +,c4) (0-666)	 molar feed rate to unit. V-,-om
a diffuser nitrogen material balance, a= 0.553. Referring to Hunter,
the diffuser design factors for a 0.063 inch diameter Pd tube with
0.003 inch wall are Fl = 0.380 and F	 0.96. The calculated specific
transport rate was multiplied by
L
 to compensate for the proposed
10)
increase in tube wall thickness needed to ensure operability with an
absolute working pressure differential of 450 psi across the membrane.
A transport value of 0.199 SCFR/ft tubing was obtained.
The diffuser consists of diffuser tubing and outer shell,
as illustrated in Figure A-8. A series of nested tube coils was assumed
with diameters ranging from I inch to 2 inches, in 0.25 inch increments4
Coil lengths were estimated from:
(Tube length, ft)(D tube)
Coil lenght, L
C 
Ft	
7T D
Coil
Flgtire A-8
PALLADIUM DIFFUSER ASSEMBLY
I
Z//
/
-----. 
PURE H2
TO FUEL CELL
'^f
ANNULAR RECYCLE
INSULATION	 S ^' ^- TO CONSERVE HEAT
PALLADIUM-SILVER /r
TUBE COILS
/
N2-RICH
^, —► BLEED
PRODUCT GAS
FROM N 2 H 4
REACTOR
The outer shell casing was assumed to be a 0.03 inch thick
stainless steel cylinder. An annular clearance space was provided to
permit heat conservation by flowing hot bleed gas aroundan inner shell
assembly. A stress calculation showedthat the outer shell could with-
stand the '450 psi differential at 800 °F.
The diffuser tube length and component weight details are sum-
marized below. Final estimates of total 'diffuser weight are given in
Phase 5, Table 6.
{	 102
N
.rte V
Mission On-Load
Net Power
Output, PN , Pd Tubing
Com or►ent Weight., Lbs
Insulation
Time	 Qm, Hrs Watts Length, ft Pd Tubing Casing + Hardware(i)
100 200 18.3 0. 16 1.0 0.2
500 46. 7 0 .40 1.0 0.2
1000 82.8 0.72 1.2 0.2
5000 468 4.05 3.7 0.4
1000 200 17.4 0.15 1.0 0.2
500 40.7 0.35 1.0 0.2
1000 82.8 0.72 1.2 0.2
'5000 418 3.62 3.7 0.4
(1) Taken as 0.2 Wcasing'
Estimated diffuser start-up time was calculated for a typical
case by equating the sensible heat changes of the diffuser hardware and
the hot bleed gas stream:
0 9 (M C  & 
T) diffuser
	 min
(M Cp nT) Product Gas
where: n 0 = Start-up time, minutes
MD = Diffuser weight 	 1.1 (tube weight)	 0.1505 lbs
	
C	 Specific heat = 0.063 1bToF for Pd
pD
AT  = Diffuser temperature rise = 800-40 = 760°F
11^PG = Product (nitrogen) gas flow
gms N2H4	gm N2
(1.29)
min	 (28) gm mot Nz
ms	
gms N 2H4
	gm mot N2H4(454)	 (32)	
-- (l)gm ^tqo l_ N 2H4	 gm mo l N 2
_ 0.00284 lbs N 2 /min
	C 	 = Specific heat = 0.265 1bT'F fo r N 2	 r
ppC
TPG Product gas temperature difference = 932-.100 = 832°F,
assuming product gas leaves ammonia bed at 932 °F -(5000C)'
and leaves annular flow section of diffuser at 100°F.
Thus
(0.1505) (.063) (760)Q g =	 13.3 minutes:
(.00248) (.265) (832)	 ;.
103
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APPENDIX 17
HEAT EXCHANGE DESIGNS
Simplified design procedures were used to size the gas generator
system product coolers.
Fuel Cell Coolant Radiators
The generalized data presented by Cohn	 were used to size
the fuel cell coolant radiators require,'. by the liquid-cooled Allis-
Chalmers modules. For deep space missions, these modules will require a
cooling surface of about 12 ft:2/kw, weighing about 1.5 lbs/ft2. This
approach was considered adequate, although data are available on the
specific heat rejection characteristics of the Allis-Chalmers modules (l2
The radiation-cooled modules do not require additional coolant
radiators. However, the final system capsule design must permit heat
radiation to space during fuel cell operation. The louvered capsule walls
discussed in Phase 5 may be a suitable approach. Specific radiator
weights are listed in Phase 5, Table 6.
Product Space Radiators
Gaseous reaction products are cooled in space radiators prior
to storage in appropriate accumulation tanks,, Again, a simpli'fied
approach was taken to estimate radiator area and weight. The radiator
duty was estimated using a heat balance on the product stream. The
radiator area required to dissipate this heat load was calculated using
a thermal radiation'heat balance for the radiator surface.
For the pure hydrogen stream:
0	 BTUQH2 W H 2 C  (T diffuser Taccumulator ' hr
	
where QH	 Heat duty to cool hydrogen, BTU
2
	
WH	 Hydrogen product flow rate, ranges from 0.0213 lbs/hr to2	 0.546 lbs/hr, depending on trilssion power level
P = Avera ge sneciffe Kent "between 1.50*F and 900 * F	 3.46 BTi1/
The duty, QH2 , ranges from 47.9 to 1227 BTU/hr. The specific heat
transfer characteristics within the product tube were not considered.
The radiator area was calculated using:
QH2 	TR + 460 4
	
Ks	 BTU
A	 ' ^^t	 100	 ^C s	 2 $	 2
rad	 (AU)	 hr ft
	
t	 where: Arad 	Radiator area (exposed to space), ft 2	 	 /
	
`^	 T = Boltzman constant (experimental) = 0.173 BTU/hr ft ` °R+
E't ,c^s 
= Thermal emissivity and solar absorptivity of radiating
►a surface. Values of C t = 0.92 and cls = 0. 18 were assumed
based on Apollo-proven use of zinc oxide and potassium
silicate (Z 93) surfaces (101
RAverage radiator temperature = 475°F
Ks = Solar flux constant 	 s Eal or 442.4 BTU
	 for
min cm	 hr ft
normal, incident solar rays at AU = 1 (117
AU = Distance from sum, astronomical units = 5 for assumed
Jupiter mission (maximum value for grand tour to Neptune
would be AU = 9)
Radiator weights were calculated assuming 1.5 lbs/ft 2 and these were
related to hydrazine flow rates, WN2H4, using a linear graph of Wrad
versus t4N24. A similar procedure was used to size the nitrogen product
cooler. Here, C  = 0.258 BTU/lb °F. Final values are tabulated below.
Net Power Output.,
Watts
Heat Duty , BTU 
Water Ox	 en Total
200
5000
316
8048
53.7
1374
370
9422
k
Mission Hydrazine
On-Load Net Power Fegd Rate, Product Spa e  Radiators
H dro en Nitro enTime,
0	 Hrs
Output, PN,
Watts
WN2H4,
Gms/Min Area, Ft2 Wt., Lbs Area, Ft 2 Wt., Lbs
100 200 1.29 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.03
500 3.3 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.08
1000
5000
5.85
33.1
0.18
1.01
0.27
1.52
0.09
0.53
0.14
0.79
1000 200 1.23 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.03
500 2.88 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.08
1000 5.85 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.14
5000 29.6 0.91 1.36 0.53 0.79
.^,'
Water Condenser
The hydrogen peroxide decomposition products were assumed
available at 1.500°F and 500 psia. The product flow rate range is;
Flow Rate Lb/Hr
Water	 Oxygen
Smallest Unit (200 W)	 0.189	 0.161
Largest Unit (5000 W) 	 4.81	 4.12
These products must be cooled to 150 °F to provide an oxygen product with
about 99.37. purity (water vapor considered as diluent). The heat duty
involved was estimated using the steam tables (68 and an oxygen heat
balance, with C  = 0.247 BTU/lb °F.
The heat loads are summarized below:
System Power
Output, Watts
Estimated
Separator Weight, Lbs
200 1
500 1.5
1000 2
5000 3
4	 4
Qcond	 (0 ,173) (0.9)	 825 + 460	 _	 40 + 460	 2
Arad.	 l00
	
100	
, BTU/hr ft
Where E' t	 0.9 and the average condenser wall temperature is 825°F. Simple
stainless steel tubes were used as radiators, although external pin-fins
may help (23
Net Power Output,
Watts
Radiator 
SiAArea	 Ft2 Length, Ft l ) Weight
200
5000
0.089
2.27
1.36
23.1
0.092
2.27
(.) For 200 watt unit: 1/4" O.D., BWG 22 stainless steel tube.
For 5000 watt unit: 3/8" O.D., BWG 18 stainless steel tube.
Weights for other power outputs were estimated by linear interpolation
and are listed in Phase 5, Table 6.
Water Separator
An induced-vortex, cyclone device will be ssed to separate
condensed water from the oxygen product. The design and fabrication of
this unit were discussed by AlResearch (l8 	 A unit weighing 5 lbs was
required for separating reactant bubbles from a high flow rate, circulating
electrolyte system. For the present application, it was assumed that a
similar device would weigh between 1 and 3 lbs.
^J
APPENDIX ld
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE REACTOR ASSEMBLY'
Hydrogen peroxide decompositon studies were carried out in the
assembly shown in Figure A-9. The feed delivery section consisted of a
pressurized graduated dropping funnel, rotameter assembly, Teflon valves
j	 and Teflon capillary tubing. Rigorous passivation procedures were used,
as recommended by Schumb (91). Degreasing and nitric acid treatment
followed by contacting with concentrated hydrogen peroxide effectively
eliminated premature decomposition of the feed solutions within the
delivery section.
Again, 9mm ID Vycor reactors were used, with the peroxide decom-
posi tion catalyst contained between aluminum screens. A stainless
steel reactor was also used. The hot off-gases were pre--cooled before
entering a condenser/recovery unit, where product water was removed. The
oxygen flow, essentially at room temperature, was then measured in a wet-
test meter, usl.ng
 oxygen-saturated water as working fluid.
Cold-start runs were performed with the feed delivery and reactor
sections nre-nooled in a refriverated rule hnx. )rrnainnall y _ frnat fnrmatinn
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tAPPENDIX 19 ^CONVD)
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE DECOMPOSITION DATA
Table A-7
Activity of Hydrogen Peroxide Decomposition Catalysts
Catalyst
Test. Solution,
Wt. % H202
Temp.,
'C(1) Activity
Silver Screen 30 25 Slight.
30 -25 Ntl.
90 5 Very active after 10 seconds,
violent after 35 seconds.
98 5 Violent initially.
Silver Oxide 30 25 Very active.
30 -25 Act ive.
Esso 104 30 25 Moderate.
30 -25 Slight.
Y-6A (Single fire) 30 25 Active.
30 -25 Slight.
94 5 Mild gas evolution initially,
violent after 40 seconds.
90 5 Mild initially, violent after
$5 seconds (used catalyst).
98 5 Violent initially.
98 5 Mild initially, violent after
38 seconds (used catalyst).(2)
I-6A (Double fire) 90 5 Very slight initially, con-
tinues at mild rate.
98 5 Very, mild initially, con-
tinues at mild rate.
APPENDIX 20
THERMAL CONTROL STUDIES
A thermal control system is required to ensure that the gas
generator and fuel cell systems are maintained within acceptable
temperature limits. A minimum temperature of +40*V (4°C) was selected,
fixed by the freeze point of neat hydrazine. The maximum permissible
temperature, forprolonged exposure, would be about 100'F (38 *C), fixed
by the autodecomposition of the stored reactants. An adequate system
was not devised, but time limitations prevented a comprehensive review
of the problem.
Equilibrium Surface Temperatures in Space
I
"A I
The nature of the control pr
by calculating the equilibrium surface
plate exposed to solar flux of varying
shows that;.
Ts + 460. -
100 -
Dblem was illustrated briefly
temperature of an insulated flat
intensity. A thermal balance
4
s "S
(AU)2
K 
s	
1/4
(AU)7-1 _460 o 6F
or
T 100
	
^t
where: T	 Surface temperature, 0
Solar absorptivity
s
E t Thermal emissivity 
BTUK	 Solar flux = 442.4 hr ft2 at A.U. = I (II7
A.U.	 Distance from sun, astronomical units (A.U. 	 1)
earth
T_ Holtzman constant (experimental) 	 0.173 BTU /hr ft2 ° R4
Values of T s were calculated for a range of	 The resulta are
presented in Phase 5, Figure 25.	 C t
Radioisotope Heaters
A grossly simplified, quasimanalytical approach was used to
evaluate the use of radioisotope heating elements as a means of passive
thermal control. Ten grams of plutonium 238 heat elements were assumed
to be distributed within the power plant capsule sheath. The sheath
wall interior was assumes ; `to be lined with a space -age cryogenic insula-
tion. Nylon screen with 0.00025 in. Al coated polyester radiation shields
was selected as typical. The effective thermal conductivity of this
material was taken as I x 10 -4-4 BTU-inch	 X80.) -
r A. 6	 F
112
A heat flux balance shows that.,
T 6 + 460 4	 s Ks	 + k (T
	
T100 1	 (A.U.) 2	 1
and	
k	
= 
QRI
t (TW - T I)	
Ac
where: k - Insulation thermal conductivity = t x 10-4 BTU inch
hr ft 2 4P
t 
I 
a Insulation LUckness, inches
T
s 
= Sheath wall temperature, 'F (assumed constant on both
surfaces, facing space and adjacent to outer surface of
insulation)
Ti 
. Capsule interior temperature, *F (assumed equal to inner
insulation surface temperature)
RI
= Heat released by Pu 238 isotope = 1.229 hr gBTU m (10 gms used)
A
c 
= Total area of capsule sheath, ft 2 (calculated for in-line
component packaging, assumes all of area is exposed to
solar flux)
Values of A
., 
are tabulated below.
Capsule Sheath
Area,Net Power Insulation
Thickness,
Inches	 I
Wei ht,
LbsM
Mission On-Load
Time, Qm, Hrs
Output, PN,
Watts
Ac,*
Ft2
Weight,,
Lbs(l)
100 200 24.3 17.1 0.05 0.51
500 42.9 30.2 0.09 1.6
1000 76.5 45.3 0.16 5.1
5000 159.3 69 0.33 21.9
1000 200 78.6 55.4 0.16 5.2
500 121-4 81.4 0.25 12.7
1000 178.6 1.1.7 0.38 28.3
5000 467.7 287 1.00 195
(1) Assumed to be 0.05 inch, 1060 Al weighing 0.098 lbs/in3Thus,
sheath weight = 0.706 (Ac-AR), lbs, where AR space radiator area
(weights assigned previously).
5 lbs(2) Assumes density = 3ft
113
Thermal balances were computed at AU = 9 to determine the
insulation thickness required to maintain the capsule interior at
+40°F. Values of 4s = Et - 0.25 were used to estimate the outer
sheath temperature. The calculations were repeated at AU - 1 and 5
and the results are shown in Phase 5-, Figure 26.
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